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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Inertial manifolds. It has been known for some time that many nonlinear 
dissipative evolutionary equations possess global attractors which have finite 
Hausdorff dimension, see Mallet-Paret (1976) and Mane (1981). Some au-
thors have studied specific systems with the goal of estimating the Hausdorff 
dimension, or the fractal dimension, in terms of the physical parameters of the 
problem. A partial listing of such results include Foias, and Temam (1979), 
Constantin and Foias (1985) and Constantin, Foias, and Temam (1985) for 
the Navier-Stokes equation, Foias, Manley and Temam (1986) for Benard con-
vection and Nicolaenko, Scheurer and Temam (1985, 1987) for the Kuramoto-
Sivashinsky equation and the Cahn-Hilliard equation. See Hale (1988) and 
Temam (1988) for further references. 

Because of this basic structure of the global attractor, it was widely believed 
that the long-time behavior of the solutions of a very large class of nonlinear 
evolutionary equations should strongly resemble the behavior of the solutions of 
a finite systems of ordinary differential equations. With the discovery recently 
that many of these equations (such as the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation) have 
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inertial manifolds, one finds the beginnings of a theory which supports this 
conviction. 

Since an inertial manifold is finite dimensional and invariant under the dy-
namics of the evolutionary equation, it follows that by restricting the evolution-
ary equation to this manifold one obtains a (finite) system of ODEs (ordinary 
differential equations). Since an inertial manifold is globally attracting (with 
asymptotic phase), it follows that every solution of the evolutionary equation 
converges to a solution of the ODE on the inertial manifold as time t ---+ 00 . 

1.2. The spectral gap condition. An abstract form of the nonlinear evolutionary 
equation which arises in this theory is 

(1.1 ) u' + vAu = R(u) 

where u' = du/dt . A is a selfadjoint operator with compact resolvent, R(u) 
contains the nonlinearities and v > O. Let ,11 ~ ,12 ~ ... ~ ,1m ---+ 00 denote the 
eigenvalues of A. With suitable assumptions on the nonlinearity R(u), Foias, 
Sell, and Temam (1986) showed that there is a constant c = c(v) such that if 
for some integer N the gap condition: 

( 1.2) 

is satisfied, then equation (1.1) has an inertial manifold with dimension N. 
Since c( v) ---+ 00 as v ---+ 0, it follows from (1.2) that N ---+ 00 as v ---+ O. This 
analysis applies in the case of the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation, see Foias, 
Nicolaenko, Sell, and Temam (1985, 1988). 

Another theory of inertial manifolds appears in Mane (1977), Henry (1981), 
Kamaev (1981), Mora (1983) as well as Foias, Sell and Temam (1986). In this 
case one assumes the nonlinearities R(u) to be algebraic in u and not involye 
fractional powers of A. For this problem a weaker gap condition, 

( 1.3) 

implies the existence of inertial manifolds. But even here one has c (v) ---+ 00 

as v ---+ O. Therefore in order to insure the existence of inertial manifolds for 
every v > 0 one uses 

(1.4) lim sup(,1m+! - ,1m ) = 00 . 
m-+oo 

1.3. Reaction diffusion equations. The latter theory does show that the reaction 
diffusion equation 

( 1.5) ut = vb. + J(x . u) 

with Dirichlet, Neumann, or periodic boundary conditions on Qn = (0. 2n)n C 

R n and u E Rd has an inertial manifold (under suitable assumptions on J) 
when n = 1 • 2. If n = 1 , then ,1m '" em2 as m ---+ 00 and the gap condition 
(1.4) follows from this fact. For n = 2 one has ,1m '" em , so that gap condition 
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(1.4) is not immediate. However on the square (0, 271)2 , the eigenvalues of 
-vI:::. have the form 

2 2 v(k, + k2 ) 

where k, and k2 are integers. In this case, a result from number theory implies 
that (1.4) is satisfied, cf. Richards (1982). More generally, if the square n2 is 
replaced by a rectangle (0, 271/a,) x (0, 271/a2) in R2, then (1.4) is satisfied 
provided (a,/a2 )2 is rational. We do not know whether the gap condition (1.4) 
is satisfied if (a,/a2 )2 is irrational, nor whether (1.4) is satisfied for -vI::::. on 
any other bounded two-dimensional domain. 

1.4. Reaction diffusion equations in higher space dimension. Our investigation 
of inertial manifolds, which led to this paper, began with the simple question 
whether a spectral gap condition similar to (1.2), (1.3), or (1.4) was necessary 
for the existence of inertial manifolds. Since these gap conditions do not arise 
in the theories of Hausdorff dimension of global attractors, there seemed to be 
some hope in showing the existence of inertial manifolds without a spectral gap 
condition. 

In order to address this question we began to investigate (1.5) on the region 
nn = (0, 271)n for n ~ 3. In this setting one has (at least for Neumann or 
periodic boundary conditions) 

for n = 3: 
for n ~ 4: 

(Am+' -Am) = O,V ,2v ,3v, 
(Am+' - Am) = 0, V , 

cf. Hardy and Wright (1979, Chapter 20). In other words, the spectral gaps are 
small when n ~ 3. We further restricted our attention to the scalar equation 
(1.5), i.e., to u E R. We shall assume that (1.5) is given with one of the 
following three boundary conditions: 

Dirichlet: 

Neumann: 

Periodic: 

u = 0 on ann' 
au 
an = 0 on ann' 

u(t , x + 271k) = u(t , x), 

If the nonlinearity f : nn x R --. R is sufficiently smooth, say of class C' , 
then for t> 0 and for each Uo E L 2(nn) there is a solution S(t)uo(x) = u(t , x) 
of (1.5) satisfying the given boundary conditions and such that u(O,·) = uo(·). 
Furthermore one has S(t)uo E g , for t> 0 where g denotes the domain of 
the associated selfadjoint operator -v I::::. with the given boundary conditions, 
see Pazy (1983). 

We are primarily interested in studying those equations (1.5) which are dis-
sipative, even though some aspects of our theory do apply to nondissipative 
equations. By a dissipative equation we mean that the equation generates a non-
linear semiflow S(t)uo on some Hilbert space H and that there is a bounded set 
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Be H such that for every Uo E H there is a time T(uo) such that S(t)uo E B 
for all t> T(uo)' For example, if for some R> 0 the nonlinearity f satisfies 
the sign condition: 

uf(x,u) <0 for all x E Q n and lui ~ R , 

then (1.5) is dissipative, Henry (1981). 
When (1.5) is dissipative then there exists a global attractor Q(. This means 

that Q( is a bounded set in L 00 and a compact set in L 2 • Furthermore Q( is 
invariant, it has finite Hausdorff dimension, and every solution u( t , x) of (1.5) 
satisfies 

u(t ,x) ---t Q( in L 00 as t ---t 00 . 

1.5. The main results. A set 9J1 c L 2 is said to be an inertial manifold for 
(1.5) if 9J1 is a smooth ( C 1 ) finite dimensional manifold, Q( C 9J1 and 9J1 
is invariant in the sense that if Uo E 9J1 then there is an e > 0 such that 
S(t)uo E 9J1 for 0 < t < e. 

Our primary objective in this paper is to prove the following result: 

Main Theorem. Assume that (1.5) is dissipative and that f : Q 3 x R ---t R is of 
class C3 on the cube Q3 = (0, 2n)3. Then for every v> 0 and for any choice 
of boundary conditions (Dirichlet, Neumann, or periodic), there exists an inertial 
manifold 9J1 for (1. 5). 

Exactly the same result holds if the rectangular domain Q 2 = (0, 2n / a 1) X 

(0, 2n/a2) , where a1 and a2 are arbitrary positive numbers, is taken in place 
of the cube Q3' 

We emphasize that the result for Q2 holds for any value of (a 1 / a2 )2 , rational 
or irrational. 

1.6. An outline of the proof. As in other theories for inertial manifolds, we find 
it convenient to modify the equation (1.5) outside of some neighborhood of the 
global attractor Q( • The modification we use is not standard. It is described in 
detail in § 3. 

Let P denote the orthogonal projection of L 2 onto Span{ e1 ' ... , eN}, 
where e1 , ••• ,eN denotes the first N eigenfunctions of -v6., and let Q = 
I - P. For u E L 2 we define p = Pu and q = Qu. By applying P and Q to 
(1.5) we obtain the system 

( 1.6) { < = v6.p + P ~(p + q), 
q =v6.q+Qf(p+q) 

where ](u)(x) = f(x ,u(x)). We are also interested in the induced linearized 
system 

(1. 7) { P: = v6.p + PD]_(P + q)(p + a), 
a = v6.a + QDf(p + q)(p + a) . 
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Because we are assuming (l.5) to be a scalar problem 1 (i.e., U E R) and 
because the nonlinearity in (1.5) does not involve derivatives, the linear operator 
D J appearing in (1.7) is in fact a multiplication operator 

(p+O")~v(p+O") 

where v(x) = Duf(x ,u(x)). This simple observation introduces a significant 
simplification into the study of (l.7) and (l.6). 

Our principal objective is to show that, for an appropriate choice of the 
dimension N , equation (l. 7) satisfies a cone condition (i.e., has an exponential 
dichotomy) over a suitable portion of the space L 2 • This cone condition is the 
main hypothesis in the (Abstract) Invariant Manifold Theorem proved in §2. 
The remainder of the paper consists of showing that this Invariant Manifold 
Theorem does apply to the modified form of (l.5). 

The techniques used to prove the Invariant Manifold Theorem in §2 are 
adaptations of the classical graph transform method due to Hadamard. This 
method is a standard technique used in finite dimensional dynamical systems 
to construct locally invariant manifolds, such as the center manifold and the 
center-unstable manifold. See, for example, Hartman (1964) and Hirsch, Pugh, 
and Shub (1977). While our theory is based on the graph transform method, 
there are a number of issues which arise in the infinite dimensional setting 
which are minor matters in the finite dimensional problem. Many of these 
issues are technical in nature and will be described further in the body of the 
paper. Because of our emphasis on inertial manifolds, we seek conditions on 
the abstract evolutionary equation which will guarantee the existence of a global 
(as opposed to local) invariant manifold. 

Cone conditions similar to ours have been used to prove the existence of glob-
ally invariant finite dimensional manifolds for infinite dimensional dynamical 
systems. See, for example, Constantin, Foias, Nicolaenko, and Temam (1986, 
1988, 1989) and Foias, Sell, and Titi (1988). We shall show in §4 that the spec-
tral gap condition (1.4) implies the cone condition, in the setting of reaction 
diffusion equations. A similar argument is used in many of the applications 
of the cone conditions in Constantin, Foias, Nicolaenko, and Temam (1986, 
1988, 1989), i.e., a spectral gap condition implies a cone condition. The main 
contribution of the present paper is to derive an alternate theory for inertial 
manifolds, a theory which does not rely on a spectral gap condition. 

An alternate method for proving the existence of inertial manifolds is the 
Lyapunov-Perron method, which is based on the variation of constants formula. 
Many of the existing theories of inertial manifolds use this method. See, for 
example, Henry (1981), Kamaev (1981), Mora (1983), Foias, Sell, and Temam 
(1986), Nicolaenko, Scheurer, and Temam (1987), Foias, Nicolaenko, Sell, and 
Temam (1988), and Mora and Sola-Morales (1988). Our decision to use the 
graph transform method in place of the Lyapunov-Perron method in this paper 

I Another reason for restricting to scalar equations is given in Mallet-Paret and Sell (\988). 
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was not a matter of choice. Instead, we wished to exploit an advantage which 
occurs when one uses the Hadamard approach in connection with the multipli-
cation operator described in § 1.4. This advantage is an algebraic cancellation, 2 

which occurs in the verification of the cone condition. 

1.7. 

( 1.8) 

The Principle of Spatial Averaging. We shall rewrite (1.7) as 

{ p' = v~p + Pu(p + a), 

a' =v~O'+Qv(p+O'). 

The key idea in showin!; that (1.8) has an exponential dichotomy (i.e. satisfies 
the cone condition) is that for certain regions Q c R n ,n ::; 3, equation (1.8) 
can be "well approximated" by the constant coefficient equation 

{ p', = v~p + Pv(p + a) = v~p + vp, ( 1.9) 
a =v~O'+Qv(p+O')=v~O'+vO' 

where v = (vol Q) -I In v dx. Notice that the term v in (1.9) introduces a 
uniform shift in the spectrum of (1.9) 

for all m . 

If O(<!) measures the error with which (1.9) approximates (1.8) and if for 
some N the eigenvalues of -v~ satisfy V(AN+1 - AN) > 20(<!) then for the 
eigenvalues of (1.8) one has 

VAN+I - V - O(<!) > VAN - V + O(<!) , 

which implies the cone condition. 
The mathematical basis for justifying the approximations described in the 

last paragraph is the Principle of Spatial Averaging, which we introduce in §4. 
The Principle of Spatial Averaging is a property which the Laplacian over a 
bounded Lipschitz region Q c R n ,n ::; 3, may (or may not) have. What we 
show is that the conclusions of the Main Theorem hold over any region Q for 
which the Principle of Spatial Averaging holds. 

1.8. A number theoretic theorem. It remains to show that the Laplacian satis-
fies the Principle of Spatial Averaging over the regions Q 2 and Q 3 described 
in the Main Theorem. This argument is presented in §5 and Appendix A. 

As we show, the argument reduces to proving a Gap Theorem for a finite 
collection of quadratic forms with rational coefficients. This Gap Theorem, 
which is an extension of a result of Richards (1982), is proved in Appendix A. 
An example of the Gap Theorem is that the union of the following three sets 
has arbitrarily large gaps in Z + = {I , 2 , 3, ... } : 

2 2 2 2 {m +n :m,nEZ}, {m +7n :m,nEZ} 
2 2 {3m - 4mn + 3n + 5m + lIn: m, n E Z}. 

2 See equation (4.8). 
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Remarks. While we shall not present the details here, it should be noted that 
the methods of this paper readily extend the Main Theorem to study of (1.5) 
on the parallelepiped 

03 = (0, 2n/a l ) x (0, 2n/a2 ) x (0, 2n/a3) 

provided all the squares of ratios (ad a)2 are rational. 3 

We are grateful to Ian Richards for his helpful comments on the number-
theoretic aspects of this paper. 

2. AN ABSTRACT INY ARIANT MANIFOLD THEOREM 

2.1. Nonlinear dynamics and the variational equation. Let Jf' be a Hilbert 
space with inner product ( ... ) and norm II· II, let g be a finite dimensional 
subspace of Jf' with orthogonal projection P, and let (2' = g.L be the orthog-
onal complement with complementary projection Q = I - P. Writing U E Jf' 
as u = (p , q) where 

q = Qu E(2', 

we consider an abstract differential equation 

(2.1 ) 
p'=F(p,q) 
q'=-Aq+G(p,q). 

(We emphasize the notational difference between the inner product (.,.) on 
Jf' and the Cartesian product (.,.) with Jf' = g x (2'.) We assume A is 
a closed, selfadjoint linear operator on (2' with dense domain :;g c (2'. We 
assume further that -A generates a CO-semigroup e-A1 in (2' for t> 0, and 
also that A has a compact resolvent on (2' . The (nonlinear) functions 

are assumed to be locally Lipschitz continuous in Jf'. These conditions on 
A . F , and G are standing assumptions, to hold for the remainder of this sec-
tion. We do not write the finite dimensional equation for p with a separate 
linear part, instead incorporating this into the function F . 

With initial conditions (po' qo) E g x (2' we have the associate integral 
equations 

p(t) = Po+ 101 F(p(s) , q(s))ds. 

A mild solution u(t) = (p(t). q(t)) of (2.1) is defined to be a solution of 
this integral equation on some interval 0 < t < a. It is known 4 that under 
the assumptions given above, for every (po' qo) E g x (2' there is a unique 
mild solution u(t) = (p(t). q(t)) of (2.1) on some maximal interval [0. w) for 

3 Compare this with the situation described in § 1.3. 
4 Pazy (1983) is a good reference for the semigroup theory we outline in this section. Also see 

Henry (1981). 
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some w = w(po' qo) E (0,00] _ This solution is continuous for t E [0, w). 
Furthermore if qo E 9 then this solution is Lipschitz continuous in t and it is 
a strong solution of (2.1), which means that the following two conditions hold 
almost everywhere on (0, w) : 

(1) the time derivative u'(t) exists and u(t) is a solution of (2.1), 
(2) u(t) E 9 . 

If w < 00 then this solution eventually leaves each compact set K c /I' 
as t -+ w-, i.e., one has u(t) tt. K for all t E (w - e,W), for some e = 
e(po ' qo ,K) > O. Denoting the solution u(t) by 

u(t, uo) = (p(t 'Po' qo)' q(t 'Po' qo)) 

where Uo = (po' %) , one can further prove, in a standard fashion, that the set 

&' = {(t ,uo) : t E [0, w(uo)) and Uo E /I'} 

is open in [0,00) x /I' , and that the solution function u(t, uo) is continuous 
in each variable in &'. 

As an aside we recall that if -A generates an analytic semigroup, as is the 
case when A is selfadjoint with compact resolvent, then the solution u(t) is a 
classical solution of (2.1) for all t > 0, i.e., u( t) is a C' function in t and 
satisfies (2.1) everywhere on (0, w) . 

If F and G are C' functions, then standard regularity results, relating 
smooth dependence on initial conditions to solutions of the linear variational 
equation 

p' = DF(p ,q)(p ,a) , 

a' = -As + DG(p, q)(p, a) 
(2.2) 

along a solution (p, q) = (p(t) , q(t)) , would hold. However, for technical but 
essential reasons, F and G will not be assumed C'; rather they will satisfy 
a weaker smoothness condition. As we will see shortly, enough regularity will 
be present so that the variational equation (2.2) will make sense for certain 
solutions (p(t),q(t)) of(2.1). 

Under appropriate assumptions, we shall prove the existence of a C' invari-
ant manifold 9J1 for (2.1). In fact, 9J1 will be the graph 

9J1 = {(p, <I>(p)) : PEg} 

of a C' function <1>: g -+ (j'. In particular, 9J1 will have finite dimension 

dim 9J1 = dim g < 00 . 

Before presenting the precise conditions needed to obtain 9J1, we make a 
definition which generalizes the notion of a Frechet derivative. We let II· Ilx 
denote the norm in a Banach space %'. We also let 2(%" J/) denote the 
Banach space of bounded linear transformations from %' to J/ , where J/ is 
another Banach space. 
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Definition. Let 2' and 'Y be Banach spaces, and % c 2' a closed convex 
set. A function H : % -+ 'Y is said to be C I in % if for each x E % 
there exists a bounded linear transformation L = L(x) E .,5;7(2' ,'Y) such that 
L(x) varies continuously as an element of .,5;7(2', 'Y) for x E % , and for 
each e> 0 there exists J = J(x ,e) > 0 such that 

IIH(x + h) - H(x) - Lhlly :::; ellhllx 
whenever 0 < Ilhllx < J, and both x ,x + h E %. For x E % we write 
DH(x) = L(x) and call this operator the derivative of H at x. 

The derivative L(x) is uniquely determined for each x E % as long as % 
is not a subset of a proper closed affine subspace of 2'. It is this situation 
which arises in our applications. 

Observe that if x is an interior point of %, then DH(x) is simply the 
Frechet derivative of H; but in general it need not be a Frechet derivative. 
(For example, the interior of % may be empty.) Also note that along the line 
segment joining any two points XI ,x2 E % the function 

H(O) = H(xi + O(X2 - XI)) 

is C l in the usual sense, for 0 E (0,1). One has, therefore, the Mean Value 
Formula 

(2.3) 

t d -H(x2)-H(xl ) = Jo dOH(O)dO 

= [10 1 
DH(xl + O(X2 - XI)) dol (X2 - XI) . 

For the functions of interest the set % will have empty interior, but will be 
convex so the above formula is applicable. 

2.2. The main hypotheses. With the above standing assumptions on A, F , 
and G, the existence of the invariant manifold wt for the equation (2.1) will 
be proved under the following five hypotheses. The last of these hypotheses, 
the Cone Condition, plays an especially important role in the theory we present 
below. 

The main hypotheses. 
I. (Regularity Condition) There exist constants RI and R2 such that both 

F and G are C l in the convex set .sf x ~ , where 5 

.sf = {p E.9: Ilpll:::; R I }, 

~ = {q E 9 c r2': IIAql1 :::; R2 } . 

II. (Dissipative Condition) If p E cl(.9 \.sf) then (p, F(p, 0)) < 0 and 
6 G(p ,0) = O. 

5 Note that, since A has compact resolvent, the set '?? is compact in r:2'. 
6 We use cl to denote the closure operation. 
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FIGURE 1. The region .s;1' x Cjj in .9 x (ff . 

III. (Sobolev Condition) If Po E.s;1' and to > 0 are such that p(t, Po ,0) E 
.s;1' holds in [0, to]' then one also has q(t , Po ,0) E Cjj in [0, to]' 

IV. (Linear Stability Condition) One has (q, Aq) 2: Allql12 for all q E g, 
for some A> 2y, where y = sup{IIDG(p ,q)II L : (p, q) E.s;1' x Cjj}, and 
L = .:£l(J't' ,(ff) . 

V. (Cone Condition) With V~ ~lIoi-~lIpIl2 and V'~f (a,a')-(p,p'), 
where p E .9 , a E g C (ff , and p' and a' are given by the variational 
equation (2.2), one has V' < 0 whenever (p, q) E.s;1' x Cjj and IIpll = 
lIall i- o. 

One may obtain a better understanding of the analytical and geometrical 
significance of these five conditions with the following observations: The Reg-
ularity Condition arises naturally when studying nonlinear reaction diffusion 
equations of the type described in the Introduction. For example, the mapping 
f(u)(t) = sin u(t) is C I (even analytic) on H1(0, 1) but nowhere differentiable 
on L 2 (0, 1) , cf. Henry (1981). The Dissipative Condition means that the vec-
tor field described in (2.1) is pointing inward on the boundary of .s;1' c .9 , 
see Figure 1. We use the term Sobolev Condition for condition (III) because 
the verification of this involves the derivation of a priori bounds by means of 
various Sobolev inequalities, see §3.6. The Sobolev Condition asserts that so-
lutions (p(t) , q(t)) of (2.1), with initial conditions on the .9-axis, remain in 
.s;1' x Cjj provided IIp(t)1I ~ R 1 • In other words, these solutions (p(t) , q(t)) 
cannot leave .s;1' x Cjj through the "top." The Linear Stability Condition, espe-
cially the inequality A > 2y, asserts that the attraction of the linear part of 
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the q-equation dominates the distortion of the nonlinear terms. If the p-terms 
were missing, this condition is a statement about the asymptotic stability of the 
q-equation. 

As mentioned above, the Cone Condition plays an especially important role 
in our theory. What it says is that the cone "bundle" 

m = {(p ,q;p .a): (p .q) EJ2'I x ~ and IIpll ~ lIall} 

is positively invariant for the variational equation (2.2). 
Let uj(t) = (p/t) .qj(t)) for j = 1.2, be two solutions of (2.1) which for 

some range of t belong to J2'I x ~. By subtracting the differential equations 
for these solutions and using the mean value formula (2.3) one obtains 

p' = [fa I DF(pl + O(P2 - PI)' ql + O(q2 - ql)) dol (p. a), 

a' = -Aa + [fa I DG(pl + O(P2 - PI) . ql + O(q2 - ql)) dol (P. a). 

(2.4) 

where Pj = pj(t) • qj = q/t) , and p and a are the differences 

p(t) = P2(t) - PI (t) . a(t) = q2(t) - ql (t) . 

If for some t one has IIp(t)11 = lIa(t)1I =I- 0, then by applying the Cone Condi-
tion (V) to the integrand of (2.4) for each 0 E [0. 1] and computing the time 
derivative of W with respect to (2.4), W' = (a. a/) - (p . p') , one obtains the 
inequality 
(2.5) 

W' = -(a. Aa) + fal (a. DG(pl + O(p2 - PI)' ql + O(q2 - ql))(p, a)) dO 

- fal (P. DF(pl + O(P2 - PI)' ql + O(q2 - ql))(P. a)) dO 

< O. 
Note also that in verifying the Cone Condition one may assume without loss 

of generality that Ilpll = lIall = 1, as V'is homogeneous in (p. a). 

2.3. The Invariant Manifold Theorem. The following Invariant Manifold The-
orem for the abstract system (2.1) is the main result of this section. The proof 
of this theorem follows from a sequence of lemmas and propositions which 
constitutes the bulk of this section. 

Before stating the theorem we introduce the following notation: Let cI>:!!J> -+ 

(ff be a function. The graph and the support of cI> are 

graph(cI» = {(P. cI>(p)) : P E!!J>}. 
supp cI> = cl{p E!!J> : cI>(p) =I- O} . 

Also we will let g' denote the following subset of J2'I x ~ : 

g' = {(P. q) E J2'I x ~ : Ilqll ~ dist(p. bdy J2'1)} . 
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FIGURE 2. The subsets !tJ and g'. The manifolds 9J1 t 

and 9J1 . 

Finally we let 

(2.6) g' = !tJ u (.9' x {O}) , 

see Figure 2. 

Theorem A. Assume the differential equation (2.1) satisfies conditions (I)-(V) in 
addition to the standing assumptions on A, F , and G given above. Then there 
exists a Lipschitz function <I> : .9' -+ (j' with Lipschitz constant at most one, 
satisfying 

<l>(p) E ~ for p E.9', 
supp <I> c .SII 

and such that the graph, 9J1 = graph(<I», is an invariant manifold for (2.1) with 
9J1 c g', where g' is given by (2.6). Furthermore 9J1 is locally attracting in 
the following sense: there exists an 0: > 0 such that if u(t) = (p(t) , q(t)) is a 
solution of(2.1) satisfying u(t) E!tJ for all t> 0, then 

dist(u(t) ,9J1) :::; 2e -at (diam~) , t> 0 . 

That is, u(t) approaches 9J1 at a uniform exponential rate. 

It is thus the case that any solution p(t) of the ordinary differential equation 

(2.7) pi =F(p,<I>(p)) 
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yields a solution (p(t),q(t)) = (p(t),cI>(p(t))) of (2.1). We also note that if 
(p(t) ,q(t)) is a solution of (2.1) defined for all t E (-00,00) and satisfying 
(p(t) ,q(t)) E.s:1' x C?f for all t, then in fact one has 

(p(t) , q(t)) E 9Jt , for all t; 

thus p(t) satisfies (2.7) and q(t) = <I>(p(t)). In particular, in the applications 
of Theorem A, it will follow that the global attractor 2t of (2.1) must lie in 9Jt 
and the flow on 2t is given by (2.7). 

2.4. Outline of the proof of Theorem A. We begin the proof of Theorem A by 
first noting that without loss of generality we may assume 

(2.8) F(p ,0) =-p for PEg; \ 2.r;1' , 

where 2.r;1' = {2p : p E.s:1'} is the ball in g; with twice the radius of .s:1' . 
Indeed if (2.8) is not satisfied then we can replace F with the new nonlinearity: 

F(p, q) = ((p)F(p, q) - (1 - ((p))p, 

where (: g; --+ [0 , 1] is a smooth function satisfying 

((p) = 1 
((p) = 0 

for p E.s:1' , 
for PEg; \ 2.s:1' , 

and observe that conditions (I)-(V) still hold for F. One reason for so modi-
fying F is that each solution p(t) of the ordinary differential equation p' = 
F (p ,0) exists for all t E (-00 ,(0). To conserve notation we shall denote F 
simply by F, assuming from now on that (2.8) holds. 

Our strategy for constructing the invariant manifold 9Jt is the following: We 
begin with finite dimensional set g; x {O}, which we denote by 9Jto ' Next we 
let the dynamics of (2.1) act on 9Jto for t > O. This yields the set 9Jt t c Jf' , 
which is defined to be the image of 9Jto under the flow at time t. We shall 
show that for each t > 0 there is a Lipschitz function cI>t : g; --+ (j' such that 
9Jt t = graph cI>t' In addition, we will show that for each t, the function cI>t 
has a Lipschitz constant at most one, and the limit <l>t --+ cI> as t --+ 00 will 
exist with a uniform exponential rate. The desired invariant manifold 9Jt will 
be given as the graph of this limiting function: 

9Jt = graph <I> . 

A regularity result will in fact insure that 9Jt is d and exponentially stable. 

2.5. Properties of 9Jt t • Let us therefore define the sets 9Jt t C Jf' by 

The next few results describe some basic properties of 9Jt t . 
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Lemma 2.1. If Po E.s:1' then u(t, Po' 0) exists for all t> 0 and satisfies 

(2.9) u( t , Po ' 0) E.s:1' x 1F 
for all t > O. Furthermore, one has 

(2.10) Ilq(t , Po ' 0) II < dist(p(t , Po ' 0) , bdy.s:1') 

for all t> O. In particular one has u(t, Po' 0) E ~ for all t> O. 

Proof. If Po E int.s:1' then the Sobolev Condition (III) implies that (2.9) holds 
for all small t> 0; also, (2.10) holds for small t> 0 by continuity. 

Now suppose Po E bdy.s:1' . We claim that again both (2.9) and (2.10) hold 
for small t > O. For (2.9) we first observe that by the Dissipative Condition 
(II) one has 

d 2 
dt IIp(t 'Po' 0)11 11=0= 2(po' F(po' 0)) < 0, 

hence 
:t[dist(p(t, Po' 0), bdy .s:1')] 11=0> 0 

and p(t, Po' 0) E int.s:1' for small t> O. The validity of (2.9) for small t> 0 
follows from the Sobolev Condition (III). Since 

d 
dt q(t , Po ,0) 11=0= G(po ' 0) = 0, 

and since both sides of (2.10) equal zero when t = 0, one concludes that (2.10) 
is also valid for small t > 0 . 

Now let (0, to) denote the maximal interval in which (2.10) holds. For all t E 
(0, to) one has p(t , Po ,0) E int .s:1' , since p(t , Po ,0) tt. bdy.s:1' . Consequently 
(2.9) is valid for t E (0, to) by the Sobolev Condition (III). Therefore it is 
sufficient to show that to = 00 to prove the lemma. 

Suppose on the contrary that to < 00. The compactness of .s:1' x 1F and 
the fact that the solution u(t, Po ,0) remains in .s:1' x 1F throughout [0, to) 
implies that this interval is not the maximal interval of existence. In particular, 
u(t , Po ,0) is defined at t = to' By the definition of to' the relation (2.10) 
becomes an equality at t = to' i.e., 

(2.11 ) IIq(to ' Po' 0)11 = dist(p(to' Po' 0) ,bdy.s:1') . 
Furthermore, the value in (2.11) is not zero. (Indeed, if this were not the case 
then p(to' Po ,0) E bdy.s:1' , q(to ' Po ,0) = 0, and the Dissipative Condition 
(II) would imply that p(t, Po ,0) tt. .s:1' for t slightly to the left of to' which 
is impossible.) 

Let PI E bdy.s:1' be the point on bdy.s:1' nearest to p(to' Po ,0) (take any 
point if p(to' Po' 0) = 0), and set 

p(t) = p(t ,Po ,0) - PI' a(t) = q(t, Po ,0). 

Clearly p(to' Po ' 0) = f.1. PI for some f.1. E [0, 1) , and so 

(2.12) p(to) = -(1 - f.1.)PI . 
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We consider the functions p and a on [0, to]' One has there 

p' (t) = F(p, + p(t) ,a(t)) 

(2.13) 
= [10' DF(p, + Op(t) ,Oa(t)) dol (p(t) ,a(t)) + F(p, ,0) , 

a' (t) = -Aa(t) + G(p, + p(t) ,a(t)) 

= -Aa(t) + [10' DG(p, + Op(t) ,Oa(t)) dol (p(t) , a(t)) . 

Consider the Lyapunov function V given in the Cone Condition (V). The def-
initions of to and P, imply that 

(2.14) 
V(p(t),a(t)) <0 in(O,to)' 

V(p(to) ,a(to)) = 0 . 
By using the Dirichlet Condition (II) and (2.5), (2.12), (2.13), the time deriva-
tive tiJ: at t = to satisfies 

(2.15) (~) 11=10 < -(p(to). F(p, ,0)) = (1 - f.l)(p, ,F(p, ,0)) < 0 

The inequality (2.15) now contradicts (2.14), which completes the proof. 0 

One consequence of the last lemma is that any solution beginning in 9' x {O} 
stays in J1 for t > 0, as we now show. 

Lemma 2.2. If Po E 9' then u(t, Po' 0) E J1 for all t> 0, and hence 9J1 1 c J1 
for all t> O. 

Proof. If Po E J2I then u(t, Po ,0) E ~ for all t > 0, by Lemma 2.l. If 
Po E 9' \ J2I then by the Dissipative Condition (II), 

for 0 < t < to 

where to is the first time for which p( to ' Po ,0) E bdy J2I . By Lemma 2.1, for 
t > to one has u(t, Po ,0) E ~ . Since u(t, Po ,0) is a typical point of 9J1 1 ' the 
proof is complete. 0 

There are a few elementary facts we will need later in the argument. Let 
u, = (p, ,q,) and u2 = (P2,q2) be distinct points in J1 and assume that 
u, i J2I x ~ . Then one has q, = 0 ,lip, II > R, and we claim that 

(2.16) 

Indeed if u2 i J2I x ~ , then q2 = 0 and (2.16) follows from the fact that 
u, =f. u2 · On the other hand, if u2 E J2I x ~ , then u2 E ~ and with f.l chosen 
so that 0 < f.l < 1 and f.lP, E bdy J2I one has 

liq, - q2 11 = IIq21i < Iiq21i <. Iiq21i < 1 . 
lip, - P2 1i lip, - P2 1i II f.lp , - P2 1i - dlst(P2 ,bdy J(1) -
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Let Uj(t) = (Pj(t).q/t».j= 1.2 betwosolutionsof(2.1) with Uj(t)E:§, 
for t E [to' t l ], and j = 1.2. We claim that there is a unique t2 E [to' t l ] such 
that one has 

(2.17) 

and for at least one solution, say u l (t) , one has 

(2.18) u l (t) E (9' \ Jlf) x {O}. t E [to' t2) . 

The proof of (2.17) and (2.18) follows immediately from Lemma 2.1 and the 
observation that the Dissipative Condition implies that the points on bdy Jlf x 
{O} are strict ingress points to Jlf xC(? (Generally, t2 is the first time in 
[to.td at which both ul(t) and u2(t) belong to S"',ifsuchexists. If both these 
solutions belong to S'" for all t E [to . t I] , then t2 = to and (2.18) is vacuous, 
while if both solutions lie outside S'" for all t E [to' t I]' then t2 = t I and 
(2.17) is vacuous.) Furthermore, we note that if u l (t) and u2(t) are distinct 
solutions, it then follows from (2.16) and (2.18) that 

(2.19) II q l(t)-q2(t)11 < Il p I(t)-P2(t)II. tE[to.t2)· 

Lemma 2.3. Let uj(t) = (Pj(t). qj(t». for j = 1.2. be two solutions of (2.1) 
for t in some interval [to' t I]' and suppose that 

Uj(t)EJlfXC(? in[to·t l ].}=1.2; 

Ilql (to) - q2(tO) II < Ilp l (to) - P2(to)11 . 
(2.20) 

Then for each t E (to. t I]' either 

(2.21 ) 

or else 

(2.22) 

Moreover. the same conclusions are valid if the first condition in (2.20) is replaced 
by 

Proof. If (2.22) holds for one value of t E [to . t I] , then it holds for all larger 
values of t in [to' t I]' Therefore we can assume that (2.22) fails for all t E 
[to.t l ]. Let P=PI -P2 and (J=ql-q2' Define J by 

J = {t E [to' t l ] : 11(J(t)1I = IIp(t)II} . 
If J is empty then it follows from the second part of (2.20) that 11(J(t)1I < IIp(t)1I 
for all t E [to' td. We will now prove that J must be empty. (Note that because 
of the second inequality in (2.20), one has to fI. J .) 

Assume now that uj(t) E Jlf x C(? in [to' td.} = 1.2. From (2.5) one has 
that V' (t) < 0 for every t E J where V' = ((J . (J/) - (p • p'). This means that 
for every r E J 

11(J(t)11 -llp(t)11 
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is strictly decreasing in a neighborhood of T. If J is not empty then there is 
aTE J with to < T. Then Ila(t)11 - IIp(t)11 is positive to the left of T. Since 
Ila(to)11 - IIp(to)11 ::; 0, this means that there is a t3 E J such that to < t3 < T 

and 
Ila(t)11 - IIp(t)11 > 0, t3 < t < T, 

which contradicts the fact that Vi (t3) < O. 
Finally assume that u)t) E g}' for all t E [to,t l ],} = 1,2, and let tz E 

[to,td be fixed so that (2.17), (2.18), and (2.19) are valid. It follows from 
(2.19) that Ila(tz)11 ::; IIp(tz)ll. The argument of the last paragraph applies on 
the interval (tz' til and consequently Ila(t)11 < IIp(t)11 for tz < t < t l • Also 
(2.19) implies that lIa(t)11 < IIp(t)11 for to < t < tz . At t = tz one must have 
Ila(tz)11 < IIp(t2)11 , or else tz = to' The argument is that if both these fail then 
both u l (tz) and uz(tz) are in .w x Cifj. Hence Vi (tz) < 0, which contradicts 
(2.19). 0 

The next corollary follows immediately from the above two results and the 
definition of !m t • 

Lemma 2.4. If (PI' ql) and (pz ,q2) are distinct points of!mt for some t> 0, 
then 

Ilql - q211 < Ilp l - pzll . 

As a result we next conclude that each !m I is the graph of a Lipschitz con-
tinuous function. 

Lemma 2.5. For each to > 0 there exists a function <Plo : .9 -t (2' such that 

(2.23) 

Furthermore 

(2.24) supp <1>10 c .w , 
(2.25) <1>10 (p) E Cifj for P E.9 , 

(2.26) 11<Plo(PI) - <l>to(pz) II < Ilp l - pzll for PI' Pz E.9, PI -I- Pz . 
Proof. Assume for the moment that for each PI E.9 and to > 0 there exists 
ql E (2' such that (PI' ql) E !mlo . The uniqueness of ql and hence the existence 
of <Plo satisfying (2.23) follow from Lemma 2.4. Also, the properties (2.24), 
(2.25), and (2.26) follow from Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 and the definition of g}' . 
(Note that g}' c.9 x Cifj.) 

Let PI E.9 and to > 0 be given. We will show that PI = p(to ' Po ,0) for 
some Po E .9; this gives (PI' ql) E !mlo with ql = q(to 'Po' 0), as required. 
Fix R > 2/0 max{lIplll ,R I } and let 9J denote the ball 

9J = {po E.9 : Ilpoll < R} . 
Observe that by the Dissipative Condition (II) and (2.8) one has 

p(t,po,O)=e-lpo ' q(t,po'O)=O 
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for t E [0 ,to] whenever Po E bdy gg . Consequently 

PI tI- p(t, bdy gg ,0) 

for t E [0 , to]' Therefore the degree 

(2.27) deg(p(t , . ,0) ,gg , PI) 

of the map p(t", 0) in gg with respect to the point PI is well defined and 
independent of t. As PI E gg and p(O,', 0) is the identity map, it follows 
that the degree in (2.27) equals 1. This implies that PI E p(to ,gg ,0) hence 
there is a Po Egg with PI = p(to ' Po ,0) as required. 0 

In the sequel we shall let <1>1 denote the function satisfying 9Jt1 = graph <1>1 ' 
for t> O. 

2.6. The behavior as t --+ 00 • 

Lemma 2.6. Let uj(t) = (pj(t) , qj(t)) , j = 1,2, be two solutions oJ(2.1) Jor t 
in some interval [to' t t1, and suppose that either 

uit)ES!fx~, tE[to ,tt1, j=1.2, 

or 
uj(t) E~, 

In addition assume that 

(2.28) 

Then 

j = 1,2. 

(2.29) Ilp l (t) - P2(t)11 < IIql (t) - q2(t)1I :s e -(A-2Y)(I-lo)lIql (to) - q2(tO) II 

Jor to :s t < t I . 

ProoJ. The first inequality in (2.29) is essentially a restatement of Lemma 2.3. 
Set p(t) = PI (t) - p2 (t) and a(t) = ql (t) - q2(t) as before. Assume that 
u j(t) E S!f x ~ for t E [to' t I]. j = 1 ,2. Then from the differential equation 
(2.4), the Linear Stability Condition (IV), and the fact that IIp(t)1I :s Ila(t)11 
one finds that 

d 2 I 
dt Ila(t)1I = 2(a(t) , a (t)) 

= - 2(a(t) , Aa(t)) + 2(a(t) , G(PI (t) , ql (t)) - G(p2 (t) , q2 (t))) 

:s -2Alla(t)11 2 + 2ylla(t)II{llp(t)11 + Ila(t)II} 

:s -2(A - 2Y)lIa(t)112 . 

Integrating this differential inequality yields the desired result. 
In case u j(t) E ~ for t E [to' t I]. j = 1 ,2, then inequality (2.28) and the 

first inequality of (2.29) (which again follows from Lemma 2.3) together imply 
that u j (t) E S!f x ~ for all t E [to' t I] ,j = 1 , 2. Therefore, this reduces matters 
to the previous case. 0 
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One application of Lemma 2.6 occurs when 

p = PI = P2 E ~ and ql = <1>(1 (PI) , q2 = <1>(2 (P2) 
where 0:5 tl < t2 · Let uj(t) = (pj(t) , qj(t)) denote the solution of (2.1) that 
satisfies uj(tl) = (pj ,qj)' j = 1,2. If ql =1= q2 then the hypotheses of Lemma 
2.6 are satisfied on [0, td. Consequently from (2.29) one has 

IIql (t) - q2(t)11 :5 e -(A-2Y)(ll ql (0) - q2(0)1I 

for 0:5 t < tl . Since ql (0) ,q2(0) E ~ by Lemma 2.2, we obtain the following 
result. 

Lemma 2.7. One has 
(2.30) 11<1>(1 (p) - <1>(2 (p) II :5 e -(A-2Y)(1 (diam ~) , 

for all PEg;. 

Since (2.30) implies that <1>( satisfies a Cauchy condition as t --+ 00 , we have 
the following result, which asserts the existence of a limiting function <I>(p). 

Lemma 2.8. The limit, lim <1>( = <1>, (as t --+ 00) exists uniformly for some 
function <1>: g; --+ (ff. In fact one has: 

1I<I>((p) - <I>(p) II < e -(A-2y)( (diam~), for PEg; , 
supp<l> c ~ , 
<I>(p) E ~ for p Eg;, 
graph <I> c :Y , 
II<I>(PI) - <I>(P2) II :5 Ilpl - P2 11 

We define the manifold 9J1 by 9J1 = graph <1>, where <I> is given by the above 
lemma. As we will now see, 9J1 is an invariant manifold for (2.1) and it satisfies 
the conclusions of Theorem A. Since one has <I> = lim <1>( , one sometimes writes 
this as 9J1 = lim 9J1 ( ; see Figure 2. 

2.7. The invariance and stability of 9J1. The next step is to study dist(u(t) ,9J1) 
for solutions u(t) of (2.1) which are in ~ x ~. As a result we will establish 
the invariance of 9J1 as well as its local stability. 

Lemma 2.9. 9J1 is invariant. That is, ifu(t) = (p(t),q(t)) isasolutionof(2.1) 
that satisfies q(to) = <I>(p(to)) for some to' then u(t) can be defined for all 
t E R so that one has q(t) = <I>(p(t)) for all t E R. Furthermore p(t) satisfies 
the ordinary differential equation 
(2.31) pi = F(p, <I>(p)) 

on R. Conversely if pet) is a solution of(2.31) then q(t) = <I>(p(t)) is a solution 
of 

ql = -Aq + G(p(t), q) 
and u(t) = (p(t) ,Cl>(p(t))) is a solution of(2.1). 
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Proof. Let u, = (p" q,) E 9.n, for some r :::=: O. It then follows from the 
definition of 9.n, and the Dissipative Condition (II) that the solution u,(t) = 
(PT(t). qT(t)) of (2.1) that satisfies u(O) = uT is defined for all t in the interval 
[-r. + 00) and satisfies uT(t) E 9.nat on this interval. In particular one has 

(2.32) 

on this interval. Now fix PEg;, and set PT = P; then qT = <l>T(P), Letting r 
vary, we have that <l>T(P) ---t <I>(p) , as r ---t 00, and the solution uT(t) converges 
(uniformly on compact sets in R) to the solution u(t) = (p(t). q(t)) with 
u(O) = (p . <l>(p)) . (The convergence follows from the equicontinuity of q/t) , 
which in turn follows from the bound IIAqT(t)11 ::; R2 • As is usual, we take 
limits in the integrated form of the equation (2.1).) Consequently the limits (as 
r ---t 00) in (2.32) exists and one gets q(t) = <l>(p(t)) for all t E R. 

The solution uT(t) satisfies 

p:(t) = F(PT(t) . <l>at(PT(t))) . 

q:(t) = -Aq/t) + G(PT(t) . qT(t)) . 

By letting r ---t 00 the first equation converges to (2.31) and the second equation 
converges to 

q' (t) = -Aq(t) + G(p(t) . q(t)) . 

Hence p(t) is a solution of (2.31). Conversely, if p(t) is a solution of (2.31) 
then clearly u(t) = (p(t). <I>(p(t))) is a solution of (2.1). 0 

The differential equation (2.31), which is called an inertial form in Foias, Sell, 
and Temam (1986), is another illustration of the Pliss Reduction Principle, Pliss 
(1964). 

Lemma 2.10. Let u(t) = (p(t). q(t)) be a solution of(2.1) with u(t) in (?; for 
all t in some interval [to' t I]' Then one has 

(2.33) dist(u(t) .9.n) ::; 2e -(A-2i)(t-to\diam~) 

for 10 ::; 1 ::; t I . 

Proof. We will use Lemma 2.6. First observe that without loss of generality we 
may assume that u(t) 1:. 9.n for all t E [to . t I]' This is because the invariance 
of 9.n and the uniqueness in forward time imply that if U(t2) E 9.n for some 
t2 , then u(t) E 9.n for all t :::=: t2 • Let u l (t) = (PI (t), ql (t)) be the solution 
given in the hypotheses of Lemma 2.10. We define the second solution u2(t) = 
(P2(t),q2(t)) as that solution of(2.1) that satisfies U2(t l ) = (PI(tl),<l>(PI(t l )))· 
By Lemmas 2.8 and 2.9 one has u2 (t) E 9.n c Jl for all t E R. As PI (tl) = 
P2(t1) and Ul(t l ) -I- U2(t l ), the hypotheses of Lemma 2.6 hold, and therefore, 
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for t E [to' til, one has 

dist(u l (s) ,9J1) :::; Ilu l (s) - u2(s)11 
:::; Ilp l (t) - P2(t)11 + Ilql (t) - q2(t)11 
:::; 211 ql (s) - q2(s)11 
:::; 2e -(A-2Y)(S-to)ll q l (to) - q2(to)11 . 

Since IIql (to) - Q2(to)11 :::; diam ~ , (2.33) is valid. 0 

825 

2.8. Smoothness of 9J1. In this section we shall prove that the invariant man-
ifold 9J1 is a Cl-manifold provided the differential equation (2.1) satisfies the 
following stronger Cone Condition: 7 

(Va)(Uniform Cone Condition). Let V ~f -!lloi - -!llpl12 and V' ~f (a, a') -
(p ,p') where p E .9 , a E :;g C (2 and p' and a' are given by the variational 
equation (2.2). Then there is a ~ > 0 such that for all u E.9I x ~ and p E 
.9 ,a E:;g C (2 with IIpll = Iiall = lone has 

(2.34) V' = (a, - Aa + DG(u)(p ,a)) - (p, DF(u)(p, a)) :::; -~ . 

In order to show that the invariant manifold 9J1 = graph <I> is smooth we 
fix r > 0 and consider the sequence of functions <l>nr given by Lemma 2.5 for 
to = nr. The quantity r need only be sufficiently small, and will remain fixed 
throughout this section. As shown in Lemma 2.8 one has 

for Po E.9. We will now show, by induction, that each element in the sequence 
{<I>n} is a Cl-function of Po E.9. For this purpose we shall use the notation 

(2.35) o 
'¥n(PO) = oPo <l>nr(PO) 

when <I> nr is C I. Here, '¥ n (po) E 2' = 2'(.9, (2), that is, '¥ n : .9 -+ 

2'(.9 ,(2) is the Frechet derivative of <l>nr' Note also that II'¥n(po)lly :::; 1 
by (2.26). Since <l>o(po) == 0 one has '¥o(po) == O. Now assume that <l>nr is 
C l , and '¥n is given by (2.35). Then <I>(n+l)r satisfies 

(2.36) 

where PI = p(r, PO' <l>nr(PO)) and ql = q(r, PO' <l>nr(PO))' Let p(t) and a(t) 
satisfy 

7 In finite dimensional Hilbert spaces the two cone conditions are the same. 
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Then p(O) = 1,0'(0) = '¥n(PO) , p(r) = OPI/OPO and a(r) = oql/opo . By 
applying the chain rule to (2.36) we obtain 

o 0 
'¥n+1 (PI) = OPI <I>(n+l)r(PI) = OPI ql 

= [O~o ql] [O~I Po] = a(r)p(r)-I , 

thus '¥ n+ I (p I) is a continuous function of PI. Furthermore, if p(t)a is any 
solution of the p-equation in (2.2) then a(t)a = a(t)p -I (t)p(t)a is a solution 
of the a-equation in (2.2). Since lIa(O)all :::; IIp(O)all = lIall the cone condi-
tion implies that Ila(t)11 :::; IIp(t)11 for 0 :::; t. Hence lIa(t)p(t)-III2' :::; 1 and 
consequently lI'¥n+1 (PI)II2' :::; 1 for all PI E.9 . 

For n ::::: 1 we let un(t, po) = (Pn(t ,po), qn(t ,po)) denote the solution of 
(2.1) satisfying the condition 

Po E.9 . 

Next define 

en ,m = sup{llun(t ,po) - um(t ,po)1I : 0 :::; t :::; r ,Po E.9} . 

Lemma 2.11. With en ,m defined as above one has 

lim en m = O. m ,n-+oo . 

Proof. By using the facts that F(p, 0) = -P for P E.9 \ ~ and that F is 
C I in .9f x ~ it is easy to verify that there is a constant K such that whenever 
U I ' u2 E:Y then 

(2.37) 

With e> 0 given we use Lemma 2.8 to fix T = T(e) so that 

(2.38) pE.9,t:::::T. 

Assume now that n is large enough that (n - 1)r ::::: T. It follows from (2.32) 
that 

qn(t ,po) = <I>(n-I)T+t(Pn(t ,po)), 
hence (2.38) implies that 

IIqn(t ,po) - <I>(Pn(t ,po))11 :::; e, 

Po E.9, t::::: 0, 

Po E.9, t::::: O. 

Furthermore Lemma 2.9 also implies that pn(t) = pn(t ,po) is a solution of 

p:(t) = F(Pn(t) , Cl>(Pn(t))) + Hn(t) 

where Hn(t) = F(Pn(t) , <I>(n-I)T+t(Pn(t))) - F(Pn(t) , <I>(Pn(t))) satisfies 

(2.39) IIHn(t)11 :::; Ke, Po E.9 ,t ::::: 0, 

by (2.37) and (2.38). 
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Next let u(t) = (p(t), q(t)) denote the solution of (2.1) satisfying, at time 
t = r, u(r) = (po' <I>(po)) with the same Po as above. It then follows from 
Lemma 2.9 that p(t) is a solution of (2.31). Upon setting d(t) = IIPn(t) - p(t)11 
one has d( r) = 0 and hence 

d(t) S IT IIF(Pn(s) , <I>(Pn(s))) - F(p(s) , <I>(p(s))) + Hn(s)lIds 

S IT (2Kd(S) + Ke)ds 

for 0 S t Sr. Gronwall's inequality implies that 
2KT IIPn(t) - p(t)1I S Kee , Po E.9' ,0 S t Sr. 

Next we note that 

Ilq(t) - qn(t)11 = 1I<I>(p(t)) - <I>(n-()Ht(Pn(t))1I 

S 1I<I>(p(t)) - <I>(Pn(t)) II + 1I<I>(Pn(t)) - <I>(n-l)Ht(Pn(t))11 

S IIPn(t) - p(t)11 + e 

S KeiKT +e 

for this range of t. If (k - l)r ::::: T for k = n , m , then it follows that 
2KT 

Ilun(t ,po) - urn(t ,po)11 S 4Kee + 2e 

for 0 S t S r and all Po E .9' . 0 

We shall use the notation 

where un(t, po) is given above. 

Lemma 2.12. There is a constant Ko with the property that for any n ::::: 0 and 
for any solution (Pn(t) , an(t)) of 

p' = DFn(t)(p, a), 

a' = -Aa + DGn(t)(p, a) 

with lIan(O)11 S IIPn(O)1I Slone has 

IIPn(t)11 + Ilan(t)11 S KoIIPn(O)11 ' 0 S t Sr. 
Proof. The Cone Condition implies that Ilan(t)11 S Ilpn(t)11 for all t ::::: o. Now 
define K( by 

K( = max(l, max{IIDF(u)lly : u Es;( x~}. 

One then has 
1 d 2 "2 dt IIpn (t) II = (Pn(t) , DFn (t)(Pn (t) ,an(t))) 

S K(llpn(t)II{llpn(t)11 + Ilan(t)11} 
2 S 2K(llpn(t)11 ' 
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which implies that Ilpn(t)11 ~ Ilpn(0)lle2Klt ~ KoIIPn(O)11 for 0 ~ t ~ r, where 
K - 2K 1r 0 o-e 

In the next two lemmas we wish to compare two solutions (Pk(t) , ak(t)) , k = 
m ,n of the linearized equation 

pi = DFk(t)(p, a) , 

a' = -Aa + DGk(t)(p, a), 

on 0 ~ t ~ r, with Pk(r) = a, for some a E .9' , and ak(r) = \}Ik(PO)a for 
k = m, n. We define 

Also we define II\}Inlloo by 

II \}In 1100 = sup{II'l'n(po)all : Po E.9', Iiall ~ I} . 
Lemma 2.13. Assume that the Uniform Cone Condition is satisfied. Then there 
is an No such that for all n, m 2: No' for all Po E .9' , and all a E .9' , one has 

(2.40) IIp(t)11 ~ Ila(t)11 ' 0 ~ t ~ r . 
Proof. First note that without loss of generality we may take a E .9' with 
Iiall = 1. Next observe that an(t) = 'l'n(Pn(t ,PO))Pn(t) for 0 ~ t ~ r, and 
hence Ilan(t)11 ~ Ilpn(t)11 there. Then an application of Gronwall's inequality 
to the equation for p~ yields 

Ilpn(O)11 ~ iKrIIPn(r)11 ~ e2Kr 

where K is as in (2.37). Next note that (p(t), a(t)) is a solution of the follow-
ing system of equations: 

p' = DF m(t)(p, a) + [DF m(t) - DFn(t)](Pn(t) , an(t)) , 

a' = -Aa + DGm(t)(p, a) + [DGm(t) - DGn(t)](Pn(t) ,an(t)) . 
(2.41 ) 

Let Ll = Ll(e) denote the modulus of continuity of DF(u) and DG(u) on 
(.9' x {O}) u (SJf x ~). This means that Ll(e) is a monotone nondecreasing 
function of e > 0 with Ll( e) -> 0 as e -> 0 and such that 

IIDF(u 1) - DF(u2 )11 ~ Ll(llu 1 - u211), 
IIDG(u 1) - DG(u 2 )11 ~ Ll(llu 1 - u211) 

whenever u 1 ,u2 E (.9' x {O}) U (SJf x~). We claim that (2.41) satisfies the cone 
condition for n, m sufficiently large. Indeed from (2.34) and Lemma 2.12 one 
obtains (for Ilpll = Iiall = 1 and 0 ~ t ~ r) 

Vi = (a , a' ) - (p , p') 
~ -~ + I(a, [DGm - DGn](Pn' an))1 + I(p, [DF m - DFn](Pn , an))1 
~ -~ + 2Ll(en ,m)II(Pn ,an)11 

~ -~ + 2Ll(en ,m)[llpn(t)11 + Ilan(t)lI] 
~ -~ + 2KoLl(en ,m)llpn(O)11 

2Kr 
~ -~ + 2Koe Ll(en ,m) . 
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Now fix 80 such that 80 > 0 and Ll(80 ) ::; ~e-2Kr /4Ko . We then use Lemma 
2.11 to fix No so that for n, m 2: No one has en ,m ::; 80 • It then follows 
that V' ::; -~/2 when n, m 2: No ' which then implies that (2.40) holds since 
IIp('r)11 = O. 0 

Lemma 2.14. Assume that the Uniform Cone Condition holds and let No be 
given by Lemma 2.13. Then the sequence {'l' n} is a uniform Cauchy sequence 
in the norm II'l'nlloo' 
Proof. Given 11>0 we fix 8>0 so that Koe2Kr(A-2y)-ILl(8)::;I1. Then use 
Lemma 2.11 to select N = N(I1) so that N 2: No and for n, m 2: N one has 
en,m::; 8. 

For n, m 2: No it follows from the Linear Stability Condition and Lemma 
2.12 that with (p(t) , a(t)) as in Lemma 2.13 

dId 2 I 

110'11 dt 110'11 = 2" dt 110'11 = (a, a) 

= -(a, Aa) + (a, DGm(t)(p, a)) + (a, [DGn(t) - DGm(t)](Pn ,an)) 
2 2Kr ::; -Alia II + yllall(llpll + 110'11) + Koe lIallLl(en ,m) , 

Since Ilpll ::; 110'11, it then follows from m, n 2: N(I1) that 

d 
dt 110'11 ::; -Allall + 2yllall + I1(A - 2y) , 

The Gronwall inequality then implies that 

lIa(r)11 ::; (110'(0)11 + 11 ' 
where (= e -(A-2y)r . For n 2: m 2: 0 a simple induction argument yields 

m m-I 
II'l'N+n - 'l'N+mlloo::; ( II'l'N - 'l'N+n-mlloo + ( 11 + ... + 11, 

::; 2(m + 11(1- (m)(l _ ()-I 

where N = N(I1). As 11 > 0 is arbitrary, the result follows from the above 
inequality. 0 

Since 'l' n converges uniformly, the limit function 'l' is continuous in p. 
Furthermore the equality 

<l>nr(p + h) - <l>nr(p) = fal 'l'n(p + Oh) dOh 

holds in the limit, where one has 

<I>(p + h) - <I>(p) = fal 'l'(p + Oh) dOh 

= 'l'(p)h + fa 1 ['l'(p + Oh) - 'l'(p)] dOh, 
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Since 'I' is continuous in p, for every e > 0 there is a <5 > 0 such that 

II fa I ['I'(p + Oh) - 'I'(p)] dOh II ::; e Ilh II 

whenever IIhll ::; <5. This shows that <I> is C I and that 'I' = D<I>. 
We summarize this in the following statement. 

Theorem B. In addition to the hypotheses of Theorem A, assume that the 
Uniform Cone Condition (Va) is satisfied. Then the mapping <I> : .9 ----t (ff, 

for which rot = graph <I> is the invariant manifoldfor (2.1), is a CI-function and 
the derivative 'I'(p) = D<I>(p) satisfies 11'1'11 00 ::; 1 . 

We will not present the details here but one can show that when the Uni-
form Cone Condition is satisfied, then the invariant manifold rot is normally 
hyperbolic. The notion of normal hyperbolicity for infinite dimensional systems 
is closely related to the finite dimensional theory described in Sacker (1969), 
Fenichel (1971), Hirsch, Pugh, and Shub (1977), and Sacker and Sell (1980). 
The infinite dimensional theory will be developed in a forthcoming paper. 

3. VERIFICATION OF CONDITIONS (I)-(IV) 

We turn our attention now to the specific class of scalar partial differential 
equations of the form 

(3.1 ) ut = v/:::"u + f(x, u), x E 0 C R n , uER 

where v > 0 is a viscosity parameter and f : 0 x R ----t R is sufficiently smooth. 
Throughout this section we make the standing assumption that 0 is a bounded 
domain with a Lipschitz boundary ao. Moreover, we also assume 

(3.2) n = dim 0 ::; 3 . 

Under these assumptions we demonstrate that four of the five hypotheses (all 
except the Uniform Cone Condition (Va» of the Invariant Manifold Theorem 
hold for an equation obtained from (3.1) by modifying the nonlinearity f with 
a suitable cut-off function. We also partially verify the Cone Condition. In later 
sections we specialize to the case of the rectangular and cubic domains O2 and 
0 3 which we define as 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

and show that the full Uniform Cone Condition holds. The existence of an 
inertial manifold in these two cases will then follow from the Invariant Manifold 
Theorem. 
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3.1. Basic assumptions. The boundary conditions for (3.1) are assumed to be 
either of following: 

(3.5) ! Dirichlet: 

Neumann: 

Periodic: 

u = 0 on aQ, 
au an = 0 on aQ, 

u (t ,x + 2:k) = u(t ,x) for each k E Zn . 

Here 2nk/a E R n is the vector with components 2nkj /a j , where a = (a, ,a2 ) 

for Q 2 and a = (1,1,1) for Q3. In case aQ is Lipschitz but not C' , one 
evaluates au/an almost everywhere on aQ when Neumann boundary condi-
tions are considered. Presumably, more general boundary conditions could also 
be taken. 

We denote L P = L P (Q) , and H S = H S (Q). In the case of periodic boundary 
conditions, H S (Q) consists of those functions whose periodic extensions to R n 

belong to H'~c(Rn). The norm II· /I will always denote the L 2 norm, while the 
norm in any other space X will be denoted by /I. /Ix as before. For a bounded 
linear operator L E £l(L 2 ,L 2) we shall let /lL/Iop denote the operator-norm 
/lL/Iop = sup {/iLu/i : /lu/l ::; 1}. 

The nonlinearity 
f:QxR-R 

is assumed to satisfy the following conditions for some positive constants K, 
and K 2 : 

{ 
f is C' in Q x R , 
If(x ,u)1 ' IDxf(x ,u)1 ::; K ,lui + K2 
IDuf(x, u)1 ::; K, in Q x R . 

(3.6) in Q x R, and 

In the case of periodic boundary conditions we assume these conditions hold 
for the periodic extension of f to R n x R. These assumptions will be taken 
for the remainder of this section. In §4 some additional smoothness will be 
imposed on f. 

The assumption that f satisfy the linear growth condition (3.6) near lui = 
00 can be made without any loss of generality when (3.1) is dissipative. For 
such equations the original nonlinearity f may not satisfy (3.6) but a suitable 
modification would. In particular, if f is dissipative, then there is a global 
attractor 2l c Loon L 2 and a constant C such that /lu/i Loo ::; C for all u E 2l . 
For example, if for some R > 0 the nonlinearity f satisfies the sign condition: 

uf(x, u) < 0 for all x E Q n and lui 2: R , 

then the maximum principle implies that 

{u E Loo C L2: /lu/i Loo ::; R + 1} 
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is an absorbing set for (3.1). This means that the nonlinearity f in (3.1) can 
be replaced by 

g(x , u) = 4)(iuj2)f(x , u) 

where 4): [0 , 00) ...... [0 , 1] is a smooth function satisfying 4)( t) = 1 for 0 ::; t ::; 
2C and 4)(t) = 0 for 4C::; t. It follows that g satisfies (3.6) for appropriate 
choice of K 1 and K 2' Furthermore the modified equation and the original 
equation coincide in some neighborhood of the global attractor Qt. 8 

3.2. Abstract formulation. It is clear from (3.6) that f induces a map j : 
L 2 ...... L 2 defined by evaluation: 

[j(u)](x) = f(x, u(x)) , 2 
UE L . 

An easy application of the mean value theorem yields the following result. 

Lemma 3.1. For u1 ,u2 ' and u in L2 one has 

(3.7) 
IIj(u l ) - j(u2)11 ::; K1llu 1 - u211, 

IIj(u)1I ::; K1llull + K 3 , 

where K3 = (voln)I/2 K2 · 

Equation (3.1) can now be written as an abstract differential equation 

(3.8) u' = v6.u + j(u) 

in the phase space 71" = L 2 . In this setting g denotes the Laplace operator 
with the domain 

(3.9) g = {u E H2 : the boundary condition (3.5) holds} . 

Note that -6. is a selfadjoint, nonnegative operator with compact resolvent. 
As the operator v 6. generates an analytic semigroup in 71", one sees that for 
each Uo E 71" the initial value problem u(O) = Uo for (3.8) possesses a unique 
(mild) solution. In fact this solution exists for all t ~ 0 by virtue of the uniform 
Lipschitz constant K 1 of j. 

For simplicity we shall assume v = 1, so the equation (3.8) in 71" takes the 
form 

(3.10) u' = 6.u + j(u) . 

This presents no loss of generality since the case of arbitrary v > 0 is treated 
by rescaling the time t and considering the nonlinearity v -I f in place of f. 

Let {A. m } :'=1 denote the eigenvalues of -6. ordered so that 

(3.11 ) 

8 There is an issue, however, of whether the attractor for the modified equation coincides with 
that for the original equation. Certainly the former contains the latter. Even if equation (3.1) 
does not have a global attractor in L 00 , a modification of (3.1) so that (3.6) is satisfied can lead 
to useful information concerning those solutions which remain in that portion of L2 where the 
original equation and the modified equation agree. 
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and let {e l ,e2 ' ••• } be a corresponding complete orthonormal set of eigenfunc-
tions in Jf' . For any A > 0 let P;,. denote the canonical orthogonal projection 
onto the finite dimensional subspace 

9';,. = span{em : Am ~ A} 

of Jf', and let Q;,. = I - p;. denote the complementary projection onto the 
subspace 

If A and m satisfy 

one has the spectral property: 

(3.12) 
(3.13) 

spec(-619-';) = {AI ,A2 , ••• ,Am} C [O.A], 
spec( -61~;,.) = {Am+1 • Am+2' Am+3' ... } C (A, (0) 

for the spectrum of -6 restricted to these invariant subspaces. 

3.3. The modified equations. Fixing A > 0 and applying the projections P;,. 
and Q;,. to equation (3.10) we obtain the system 

p' = 6p + p;.J(p, q), 

q' = l:::.q + Q;.J(p ,q) 
(3.14) 

where p = P;,. U E 9';. and q = Q;,. U E ~;.' One would like to apply the Invariant 
Manifold Theorem directly to the system (3.14). Unfortunately this cannot be 
done until some technical modifications of these equations are made. These 
modifications involve cutting off the nonlinearity outside a certain bounded 
region in Jf' in such a way that the Dissipative Condition (II) holds. In local 
problems, such as the construction of a center manifold, such modifications are 
routine. However the global problem addressed here is somewhat more delicate. 
In particular the cut-off functions must be constructed with enough care that 
the Cone Conditions (V) or (Va) can be verified. The need to verify the Cone 
Condition introduces a technical problem which did not arise in Foias, Sell, and 
Temam (1986), and as a result the modification we describe below differs from 
that used in other theories of inertial manifolds. 

The modified equations, to which the Invariant Manifold Theorem will be 
applied, are 

(3.15) 
I 2 2 N 

P = -¢>(IIApll )Ap + w(IIpil )[p + p;.f(p ,q)J . 
I 2 N 

q = -Aq + q + w(IIpil )Q;.f(p, q) 

where A is the positive selfadjoint operator 

A=I-6, 
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¢ , I/f : [0,00) - [0, 1] are C 1 functions with prescribed properties, and where 
A > 0 is appropriately chosen_ 9 The functions ¢ and I/f will be fixed in 
advance, then A will be sought. In particular, ¢ and I/f will not depend on 
A _ This will enable us to obtain estimates which are independent of dim .9';. . 
In this section we shall show that with ¢ and I/f fixed, conditions (I)-(IV) will 
hold for all sufficiently large A. In §§4 and 5 we show that for the domains (3.3) 
and (3.4), there exist arbitrarily large A such that the Uniform Cone Condition 
(Va) holds. 

One property that ¢ and I/f should possess is that 

(3.16) ¢(t) = I/f(t) = 1 

where R > 0 is large enough that the universal attractor 2l of (3.14) is con-
tained in the region where the two systems (3.14) and (3.15) agree, that is 

( 3.17) 2l c {u E g : IIAull < R} . 

(Note that Ilull ::; IIAul1 for u E g , so that IIAull ::; R implies that both IIApl1 ::; 
Rand Ilpll ::; R.) We do not address the question of when an attractor 2l 
exists and satisfies a regularity property such as (3.17). This is a fairly standard 
matter, and rather than consider it here we shall simply assume that R is a 
given constant, and we will construct appropriate ¢ and I/f satisfying (3.16); 
see Figure 3. Typically R will be chosen so that IIAul1 < R whenever u E 2l . 

With R > 0 now fixed the precise properties required of ¢ and I/f are: 

( 3.18) 

¢ , I/f : [0,00) - [0, 1] 
¢' (r:) ::; 0 

r:¢'(r:) + ¢(r:) ~ 0 

¢(r:) = I 

¢(r:) = 1/2 

I/f(r:) = 1 

I/f(r:) = 0 

1 are C , 

in [0,00) , 

in [0,00) , 

in [0, R2], 

in [K4R2 ,00) for some K4 > 1, 

in [0, K4R2] , 

in [KsR2 ,00) for some Ks > K4 . 

These functions equal unity near the origin, and I/f has compact support. The 
existence of I/f is standard, but constructing ¢ is a little delicate. A specific 
choice of ¢, with K4 = 5, is the cubic spline: 

in [0, R2], 

in [R 2 , 5R2] , 

in [5R 2 ,00) . 

9 Notice that the modified equation (3.15) has one feature which is not encountered in other 
inertial manifold theories, viz. we introduce a term ¢ which modifies the linear part of the equation 
for p' . 
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FIGURE 3. The functions ¢ and 1fI. 
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However, any functions ¢ and IfI and quantities K4 and Ks satisfying the 
above will do. Assume these have been fixed at this point, and keep them fixed 
for the remainder of the paper. 

For positive quantities Rl and R2 and for A> 0 we define 

.9f = {p E 9'" : lipll :::; R 1}, 

~ = {q E g C &" : IIAqli :::; R2} 

as in §2. Our primary objective in this section is to show that Rl and R2 can 
be chosen so that the following result holds. 

Lemma 3.2. Let Q c R n be a bounded Lipschitz domain with n = dim Q :::; 
3, and let f satisfy (3.6). Fix ¢ and IfI satisfying (3.18), andfix boundary 
conditions (3.5). Then there exist Rl and R2 such that the hypotheses (I)-(IV) 
of the Invariant Manifold Theorem A, holdfor the system (3.15) for all sufficiently 
large A. Here one has 

A=I-6, 

F(p ,q) = _¢(IIAPI12)Ap + 1fI(llpI12)[p + F"i(p ,q)], 

G(p ,q) = q + 1fI(llpI12)Q"i(p, q), 

for the abstract system (2.1). 

The next several lemmas will lead to a proof of this result. We assume 
throughout this section that the hypotheses of Lemma 3.2 hold. 

As required by the hypotheses of the Invariant Manifold Theorem, the self-
adjoint operator -A generates a strongly continuous semigroup in &", and 
possesses a compact inverse on &", Furthermore using Lemma 3.1 one sees 
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that both F and G are locally Lipschitz in ?r. (Note that since P). is a finite 
dimensional space, the operator A is bounded there. The bound depends on 
A, of course, but that does not matter here.) 

3.4. Verification of the Regularity Condition. To prove Lemma 3.2 it is suffi-
cient therefore to find quantities RI and R2 so that the conditions (I)-(IV) 
hold for all sufficiently large A. We begin by considering the Regularity Con-
dition (I). The following lemma in fact holds for domains of any dimension 
n 2: 1 . 10 

Lemma 3.3. Fix s > 1 and C > O. Define 

!J8 = {u E H S : IlullHs ~ C} . 
Then Jor each e > 0 there exists c5 > 0 such that 

(3.19) Ilj(u + h) - j(u) - D j(u)hll ~ ellhll 
whenever 0 < II h II ~ c5 and both u, u + h E!J8. Here D j (u) is the operator on 
L 2 defined by 

[Dj(u)h](x) = DuJ(x, u(x))h(x) . 

Furthermore, D j(u) as an element oj 2' = 2'(L 2 ,L 2) varies continuously 
with u E !J8, where 2' is endowed with the operator topology inherited Jrom 
L2. 

Proof. Fix e > 0 , r E (1 ' s) , and recall the Sobolev inequalities 

and 

for some positive constants CI and C2 • Also recall the interpolation inequality 

IlullHr ~ C3I1ull~~lIulil-r/s . 
For u, u + h E!J8 we then obtain the inequalities 

(3.20) Ilullv>o ~ C2C , 

(3.21) IIhllu>o ~ ClllhllH' ~ CIC31Ihll~~llhlll-r/s ~ C I C3(2C)r/s c5 l-r/s 

where c5 is to be determined. 
By the uniform continuity of DuJ there exists c50 such that 

(3.22) 

whenever /.1.,17 E R satisfy 1/.1.1 ~ C2C and 1171 ~ c50 ' Upon writing 

J(x ,u(x) + h(x)) - J(x, u(x)) - DuJ(x, u(x))h(x) 

= 10 1 [DuJ(x ,u(x) + Oh(x)) - DuJ(x ,u(x))] dOh (x) , 

10 The books by Adams (1975) and Edmunds and Evans (1987) are good references for the 
Sobolev inequalities and the imbedding and trace theorems needed in this paper. 
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one sees that the required estimate (3.19) on the difference quotient follows 
from (3.20-22) whenever c5 is small enough so that C,C3(2C//sc5,-r/s::; c5o' 

With the same c5 and e one sees that if u, ' u2 E 9J satisfy /I u, - u211 ::; c5 , 
then one has /lu, - u2/1uo ::; c50 and, from (3.22), 

IDuf(x, u, (x)) - Duf(x ,u2(x))1 ::; e in n . 
This implies that /lDj(u,) - Dj(u2)/lop::; e, completing the proof. 0 

We note that the operator Dj(u) above is not a true Frechet derivative as 
the ball 9J in H S has empty interior in L 2 . 

Lemma 3.4. For any A, R" and R 2, the Regularity Condition (I) holds for 
(3.15). 

Proof. Noting the boundedness of A on the finite dimensional space .9';. , one 
need only check that for any R, and R 2 ,j is C' in the convex set .s1' x Clf . 
But this is clear from Lemma 3.3 with s = 2. Indeed for any A, R, and R2 , 

there exists C such that 
2 .s1' x Clf c 9J = {u E H : /lU/l H2 ::; C}, 

because A -, is a bounded linear transformation from L 2 into H2. As j is 
C' in 9J, the result follows. 0 

3.5. Verification of the Dissipative Condition. One easily calculates the deriva-
tives DF(p, q) and DG(p, q) acting on an arbitrary (p, 0') E.9';. X C1;. = ff': 

DF(p ,q)(p, 0') = - 2¢' (/iAp/l2)(Ap ,Ap)Ap - ¢(/iAp/l2)Ap 

(3.23) + 21;/ (/lp/l2)(p, p)[p + p;.j(p ,q)] 
2 -+ \II(/lp/l )[p + P;.D f(p ,q)(p, 0')), 

(3.24) 
,2 - 2-DG(p, q)(p, 0') = 0' + 2\11 (/lp/l )(p, p)Q;.f(p, q) + \II(/lp/l )Q;.D f(p, q)(p, 0') . 

Lemma 3.5. If R, ~ K;/2 R then the Dissipative Condition (II) holds. 

Proof. With p E cl(.9';. \ .s1'), that is, with /lp/l ~ R, ~ K;/2 R, one has 
\II(/lp/l2) = O. Therefore F(p, 0) = -¢(/iAp/l2)Ap, hence 

(p, F(p, 0)) ::; -!(p, Ap) < 0 . 

One also sees that G(p, 0) = 0 for /lp/l ~ R, . 0 

3.6. Verification of the Sobolev Condition. We will use the following estimate. 

Lemma 3.6. For any A > 0 and t > 0 one has 

II -AIQ II < -('+;')1 e ;. op _ e , 
/lA'/2e-AIQ;./lop::; (l +A)'/2b ((1 +A)t)::; (2et)-'/2, 

(3.25) 
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{ 
-1/2 

b(t) = ~~~t) in (0,0.5], 

in [0.5,00), 
and for any () > 0 one has 

(3.26) 1000 ()1/2b(()t)dt = 2(()e)-1/2 . 

Proof. From (3.13), the spectrum of the selfadjoint operator A = I -!::::. re-
stricted to t2'J.. = range QJ.. is contained in (1 + A. ,00) , so the first part of (3.25) 
is clear. One also has 

(3.27) II AI/2 -A1Q II < ()1/2 -Or e J.. op _ sup e , 
O:::>:I+J.. 

and a simple argument from the calculus shows the right-hand side of this 
inequality equals (1 +A.) 1/2 b( (1 +A.)t) . The remainder of the proof is elementary. 
o 

Let us recall some properties of the fractional powers AS ,0 :::; s :::; 1 , of the 
positive operator A = I - !::::.. Let ~s denote the domain of AS , with ~ = ~I 
as in (3.9). One then has 

r7X H 2s 
.;;z;s c . 

That is, Ds consists of those u E H 2s satisfying the chosen boundary con-
ditions. With Dirichlet boundary conditions and with s > 1/4 any u E H 2s 
yields a boundary value u E H 2s - I / 2(on) by the Trace Theorem. (For 0 < 
s :::; 1/4 the restriction of u to an is undefined.) With Neumann bound-
ary conditions and with s > 3/4 any u E H 2s the normal derivative function 
Gu/on E H 2s- 3/ 2(on) is well defined. For 0 < s :::; 3/4, au/an is undefined. 
With periodic boundary conditions the spaces H 2S , by definition, consist of 
functions satisfying the periodic boundary conditions. Indeed, one has 

~s = H 2s if 0 < s :::; 3/4 { 
0 < s :::; 1/4 (Dirichlet) , 

(Neumann) , 
(periodic) , O<s:::;1 

while Ds C H 2s for other values of s in the range (0, 1]. In any case, ~s is 
a closed subspace of H 2s , and the quantity liAS ull is a norm on ~s which is 
equivalent to the norm of H 2s . 

In the following lemma and subsequent results we shall introduce positive 
constants K j as needed. As with K I ' ••• ,K 5 already introduced, these con-
stants will not depend on the quantity A., for sufficiently large A.. 

Lemma 3.7. Define 

~ {/(U) 
fo(U) = /(u) - /(0) 

(Neumann or periodic) , 
(Dirichlet) , 
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according to the boundary conditions being considered, and let £g1/2 C % denote 
the domain oj the operator A 1/2. Then 

(3.28) !o(u) E £g1/2 whenever u E £g1/2 . 

Furthermore there exist K 6 and K 7 such that 

(3.29) IIAI/2 !o(u)1I S K6//AI/2ull + K7 

Jor all u E £g1/2. 

Proof. Consider first the Neumann or periodic boundary conditions, where 
I I ~ I ~ 

£g1/2 = H . For u E H we will show that Jo(u) E H and estimate IIJo(u)IIH' . 
As 

DJJ(x ,u(x))] = (DxJ)(x ,u(x)) + (DuJ)(x ,u(x))Du(x) 

the following estimate for the L 2 norm of this function follows from (3.6): 

IIDJJ(., u(·))]11 s Kiliull + K3 + KIIiDuIl 

where K3 = (vol n)I/2K2. This estimate, combined with Lemma 3.1 and the 
fact that IIA 1/2ull is an equivalent norm on HI , yields the results (3.28), (3.29). 

For Dirichlet boundary conditions the estimates are basically the same. One 
does note however that while £g1/2 cHI, (3.28) still holds because 

[!o(u)](x) = J(x ,u(x)) - J(x ,0) = 0 

for x E an, since u(x) = 0 there. 0 

Lemma 3.8. Given any RI there exists R2 such that the Sobolev Condition (III) 
holds Jor all sufficiently large A. 

Proof. Beginning with an initial condition Po E.s;( (that is, II poll S RI and 
qo = 0) we require a uniform estimate IIAq(t)1I S R2 in any interval [0, to] in 
which p(t) E.s;(. (Here, of course, p(t) = pet 'Po' 0) and q(t) = q(t 'Po' 0) 
are solutions of the initial value problem through (po' 0).) By a uniform es-
timate we mean one which is independent of t and large A. We shall use a 
boot-strap argument and successively obtain estimates of IIq(t)lI, IIAI/2q(t)II, 
IIAI/2 p(t)II, and finally IIAq(t) II , all the time assuming 

(3.30) IIp(t)1I SRI in [0, to] . 

The constants K j appearing in these estimates may depend on R I ' but not on 
t or large A. 

With constants KI ,K3, K 6 , and K7 as in (3.7) and (3.29), we fix a quan-
tity jJ. satisfying jJ. > 1 + 2K6 and consider only values of A satisfying A > 
max{ 1 + KI ,jJ.}. We first estimate IIq(t)II. Since q(O) = 0, one has from the 
variation of constants formula that 

(3.31) q(t) = 101 e -A(t-s) QA[q(s) + Iji(s )QA!(P(S) , q(s))] ds 
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where Iji(s) = 1f/(llp(s)112 ) takes values in [0,1]. Therefore 

Ilq(t)11 ~ lot e-(l+A)(t-S)[KIR l + (1 +Kl)llq(s)11 +K3]ds 

by Lemmas 3.1 and 3.6. An application of Gronwall's inequality now yields 

(3.32) 

Now applying Al/2 to the formula (3.31) and again using Lemmas 3.1 and 
3.6, one obtains 

1IAl/2q(t)11 ~ lot (1 + A)1/2b((1 + A)(t - S))[KIRI + (1 + K l )llq(s)1I + K 3] ds . 

Inserting the estimate (3.32) into the integral above, and using (3.26), one ob-
tains after some manipulation 

(3.33) 1IAl/2q(t)11 ~ 2(1 + A)1/2e- l /2(KIRl + K 3)(A - Kl)-l ~ K gA- l/2 

for some Kg. 
To estimate IIA 1/2 p(t)11 we first make the decomposition p(t) = PI (t) + P2(t) 

where 

and then estimate IIA l /2Pl(t)11 and IIA I / 2P2(t)11 separately. One sees immedi-
ately that 

(3.34) 

from the spectral properties (3.12) of A = 1-6. and (3.30). The variation 
of constants formula for the P2-equation yields an estimate of IIAl/2 P2(t)II. 
Indeed one has 

P2(t) = e -Ar,(t ,0) P2(0) + lot e -Ar,(t ,s) lji(s)[P2(s) + (FA - Pj1)j(p(s) ,q(s))] ds 

where Y/(t, s) = J: ¢(r) dr and ¢(r) = ¢(IIAp(r)11 2). As ¢(r) takes values in 
[~ , I] it follows that 

~(t-s) ~ ,,(t,s) ~ t-s 

when 0 ~ s ~ t. 
In the case of Neumann or periodic boundary conditions Lemma 3.7 implies 

that 

for s > 0, and so 
(3.35) 

j(p(s) ,q(s)) = jo(p(s) ,q(s)) E 9 1/ 2 

A I / 2p2(t) = A I / 2e-Ar,(t,O)P2(0) 

+ t e -Ar,(t ,s) lji(s)[A 1/2 P2(S) + (FA - F )A 1/2 jo(p(s) ,q(s))] ds . 10 j1 
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Notice that the AI/2 in this formula can be replaced by A I/2QIl' Taking norms 
in (3.35) and using Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7 and the estimates (3.33) and (3.34) 
already obtained, gives 

IIA I/2p2(t)11 ~ (1 +,u)1/2b((1 +,u)tj2)RI 

+ fate -(I+Il)(t-S)/2[K6( 1 + ,u) 1/2 RI + (1 + K 6)IIA 1/2 P2(s)11 + K6K 8,r 1/2 + K 7] ds 

and again applying Gronwall's inequality yields 
IIAI/2 P2(t)11 ~ (1 + ,u)1/2b((1 + ,u)tj2)RI 

+ (1 + K6)(1 + ,u)1/2 RI fat e -(1l- 1- 2K6)(t-S)/2 b((1 + ,u)sj2)ds 

1/2 -1/2 -I +2[K6(1 +,u) RI +K6K 8A +K7H,u-1- 2K6] . 
One sees from this and from the formula for b in Lemma 3.6 that 
(3.36) IIAI/2 P2(t)11 ~ K 9t- I / 2 + KIO . 

In the case of Dirichlet boundary conditions an estimate of the same form 
(3.36) is also obtained. An additional term 

fat A I/2e-A 'l(t,S)rji(s)(PA - PIl)i(O)ds 

appears in the right-hand side of (3.28), and one sees the norm of this term is 
bounded by a constant. Indeed from (3.7) and (3.26) one obtains 

lifa t A I/2e- A'l(t,S)rji(s)(PA - PIl)i(O)dSII 

~ [fat(1 +,u)1/2b((1 +,u)(t-S)j2)dS] Ili(O)11 

~ 23/2(1 + ,u)-1/2e-I/2K3 . 

The final step in the proof of this lemma is to estimate IIAq(t) II. With 
Neumann or periodic boundary conditions one has from (3.31) 

Aq(t) = fat AI/2e -A(t-s) AI/2[q(S) + rji(s)QAio(p(s) , q(s)] ds . 

Thus with 
1/2 -1/2 -1/2 y(s) = K 6( 1 +,u) RI + K6(K9S + K IO ) + (1 + K6)K8A + K 7, 

it follows from Lemma 3.7, (3.33), (3.34), and (3.36) that 

IIAq(t)1I ~ fat (1 + A)I/2b((1 + A)(t - s))y(s) ds 

~ K II ,rI/2 + fa t(1 +A)I/2b((1 +A)(t -s))K6K 9s- I/2ds 

~ K II ,rI/2 + fat(2e)-1/2K6K9(t _S)-1/2S-I/2 ds 

-1/2 -1/2 
= KIIA + (2e) K6K 97r . 
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Thus one has the estimate IIAq(t)1I ~ R2 for all sufficiently large A, provided 
R2 > (2e)-1/2 K6K97C. In the case of the Dirichlet conditions an additional term 
appears, as above, but the final result still holds. 0 

3.7. Verification of the Linear Stability Condition. 

Lemma 3.9. For any fixed RI and R2, the Linear Stability Condition (IV) holds 
for all sufficiently large A. 

Proof. Given R} and R2, one has for any u = (p ,q) E.s;t' x ~ that 

lIuli ~ IIpil + IIqll ~ IIpil + IIAqil ~ R} +R2 

and hence 
IIj(u)II ~ K} (R} + R2) + K3 

by Lemma 3.1. One also has IIDj(u)II op ~ K} by (3.6). Estimating in (3.24) 
thus gives a bound 

IIDG(p,q)II op ~ 1 +2(sup 11/I)R1[K}(R1 +R2)+K3J+K} 

independent of A. As 
-(q ,Aq) ~ -(1 +A)IIqll2 

holds for q E (2'). n g , it suffices to take 

A> 1 +4(sup II/I)R}[K}(R} +R2)+K3J+2K} 

to satisfy the Linear Stability Condition. 0 

3.8. Partial verification of the Uniform Cone Condition. We complete this sec-
tion by making a partial verification of the Uniform Cone Condition (Va), 
valid for the general two- or three-dimensional domains ° considered here. 
In particular we will show that the Uniform Cone Condition is satisfied when 
IIAPil ~ K!/2 R. The full Uniform Cone Condition will be proved (in §§4 and 
5) only for the special rectangular and cubic domains 02 and °3 • 

Lemma 3.10. Let v, w , and y be elements of a real Hilbert space. Then 

(3.37) -IIyll2(llvllllwil - (v, w) ~ 2(v, y)(w, y) ~ IIyll2(IIvllllwil + (v, w) . 

Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume that y E span{ v , w}. (For the 
general y one may write y = y} + Y2 where y} E span{v ,w} and (v 'Y2) = 
(w 'Y2) = o. In this case one sees that if the inequality (3.37) holds for y} 
then it also holds for y.) Also, without loss of generality one may assume that 
IIvil = IIwil = IIyll = 1, as the expressions in (3.37) all are homogeneous of 
the same degree. Finally, by choosing appropriate coordinates in span{ v ,w} , 
which we assume, without loss of generality, to be two-dimensional, one may 
assume v and ware symmetric about the horizontal axis: 

v = (cos a , sin a) , w = (cos a, - sin a) 
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for some 0:. Writing the unit vector y as y = (cos p ,sin P) , one sees that 
(3.37) is equivalent to 

-( 1 - cos 20:) ::; cos 20: + cos 2P ::; 1 + cos 20: 

which always holds. 0 

Lemma 3.11. For any A and any (p, q) and (p, a) in .9',\ x &,\ one has 

where 

(3.38) 

, 2 
V ::; -(a ,Aa) + ¢(IIAPII )IIAPllllpll + w 

w = IIall2 + 21// (1IpI12)(p, p)[(( -p, a), j(p, q)) - (p, p)] 

+ 1f/(llpI12)[((-p,a),Dj(p,q)(p,a)) -llpIl2]. 

Furthermore, if (p, q) E.sf x C?J and Ilpll ' Iiall ::; 1, then the estimate 

(3.39) IWI::;KJ2 

holds for some K 12 depending only on R J and R2 , but not on A. 

Proof. From (2.2), (3.23), and (3.24) one has 

V' = (a, a') - (p , p') 
= -(a, Aa) + (a ,DG(p ,q)(p ,a)) - (p, DF(p ,q)(p ,a)) 

= -(a, Aa) + 2¢' (1IAPI12)(Ap, Ap)(p, Ap) + ¢(IIAPI12)(p, Ap) + W 

with W as in (3.38). By Lemma 3.10 one has 

2(Ap, Ap)(p, Ap) 2: -IIAPI12[1IAPllllpll- (Ap, p)] 

and so, as ¢'(r) ::; 0 and ¢'(r)r + ¢(r) 2: 0 with r = IIAPI12, one has 

V' ::; -(a, Aa) - ¢' (r)r[IIAplillpll - (Ap, p)] + ¢(r)(p, Ap) + W 

= -(a, Aa) - ¢' (r)rIIApllllpll + [¢' (r)r + ¢(r)](Ap, p) + W 

::; -(a, Aa) - ¢' (r)rIIApllllpll + [¢' (r)r + ¢(r)]IIAplillpll + W 
= -(a, Aa) + ¢(r)IIAplillpll + W 

as claimed. 
The bound (3.39) for W follows from the bound in Lemma 3.1 for 

IIj(p, q)ll, and from the bounds IIDj(p, q)llop ::; K J ,llpll ::; R J ' and Ilqll ::; 
IIAql1 ::; R2 in .sf x C?J. 0 

Lemma 3.12. Given R J and R2 , then for all sufficiently large A the inequality 
V' ::; -~ of the Uniform Cone Condition (Va) holds for any (p, q) E.sf x C?J 
and (p, a) E.9',\ x &,\ with Ilpll = Iiall = 1, provided 

(3.40) IIApl1 2: K!/2 R 

also holds. 
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Proof. Now (3.40) implies that <t>(IIApI12) = 1/2, so by Lemma 3.11 one has 

Vi:::; -(a, Aa) + ~IIApll + Kl2 

:::; -(1 + Am+l ) + ~(1 + Am) + Kl2 

:::; -~(1 + Am+l ) + Kl2 

where Am :::; A < Am+l . As A -> 00 one has Am+l -> 00, and the result is proved. 
o 

4. THE PRINCIPLE OF SPATIAL AVERAGING 

In order to complete the verification of the Uniform Cone Condition, and 
thereby obtain an invariant manifold, one needs rather detailed information 
about the asymptotics of both the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the Lapla-
cian. Indeed, the estimates on Vi now become quite delicate, and we are able 
to obtain the Cone Condition only for very special domains Q and carefully 
chosen values of A. 

We retain the notation of the previous section, as well as the standing as-
sumptions including n = dim Q :::; 3 . 

Fix RI and R2 so that conditions (I)-(IV) all hold, for all sufficiently large 
A. This can be done by applying Lemma 3.2. In view of Lemma 3.12, one also 
has the Uniform Cone Condition (Va) holding in that part of N x ~ where 
IIApl1 2: K!/2 R. We therefore wish to consider (p, q) EN x ~ where 

IIApl1 :::; K!/2 R . 

Since Ilpll :::; IIApl1 , for such points one has IfIUlp112) = 1 , 1fI' (1IpI12) = 0, and 
<t>(IIApI12) :::; 1 . Thus with Ilpll = Iiall = 1, Lemma 3.11 yields 

Vi :::; -(a, Aa) + IIApl1 + W, 

W= ((-p,a),Dj(p,q)(p,a)). 

The proof that Vi :::; -~, at least for the domains Q of interest, involves 
considering two possibilities: either 

(1) -(a, Aa) + IIApl1 is sufficiently negative to overcome the bound I WI :::; 
K 12 , where Kl2 is given by (3.39); or 

(2) -(a, Aa) + IIApl1 is negative and bounded away from zero, while W 
is close to zero. 

Case (1) is related to the occurrence of large gaps in the spectrum of A = I - D,. . 
As noted in the introduction, if 

(4.1 ) lim SUp(Am+1 - Am) = 00 
m--+oo 

then (1) is easily achieved for appropriate A. Such is the case, for example, 
for a square domain Q 2 = (0, 2n:)2 , see Kamaev (1981) and Foias, Sell, and 
Temam (1986). 
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If (4.1) fails, as it does for the cube 0 3 = (0, 2n)3, we must use (2) to show 
Vi ::; -~. In doing so we introduce a new property, the Principle of Spatial 
Averaging, which certain domains 0 may possess. 

For any vEL 00 we let Bv denote the operator on L 2 defined by 
2 (Bvu)(x) = v(x)u(x) , u E L , 

and let 'if denote the mean value 

1) = (vol 0)-1 In v(x)dx. 

Definition. For a given (bounded, Lipschitz) domain 0 c R n ,n ::; 3, and 
choice of boundary conditions (3.5) for the Laplacian, we say the Principle of 
Spatial Averaging, or PSA, holds if there exists a quantity ~ > 0, such that for 
every e > 0 and K > 0 there exist arbitrarily large A > K , such that 

(4.2) II(P"'+K - P"'-K)(Bv -1Jl)(P"'+K - P"'-K)ll op ::; ellvllH2 
holds whenever v E H2 ; and such that 

( 4.3) 

where m satisfies Am ::; A < Am+1 . 

Very roughly, the inequality (4.2) means that for functions u(x) whose 
Fourier decomposition is composed of eigenstates corresponding to spectra in 
the interval (A - K ,A + K], the multiplication operator Bv "looks like" a scalar 
multiple of the identity operator for smooth v(x). One thinks of the rapid 
spatial oscillation of u(x) as homogenizing, or averaging, the function v(x); 
hence the term principle of spatial averaging. 

The main reason for defining the Principle of Spatial Averaging only for 
domains in R n with n ::; 3 is that we want the multiplication operator Bv 
to be bounded for v E H2. In other words, we need the Sobolev imbedding 
H2 C L 00 , which is valid for n ::; 3. However, even if we were to take a 
smoother norm IlvlIH, ,s > 2 in (4.2), PSA would still fail in certain domains 
of dimension n ~ 4. II 

It is not clear at all for which domains and boundary conditions PSA holds; 
indeed, this issue is very much open. If the spectral gap condition (4.1) is 
satisfied (as with the square) then PSA trivially holds, since one may choose A 
so that the interval (A - K ,A + K] contains no Am and hence P"'+K - P"'-K = 0 . 
On the other hand, for the cubic domain 0 3 = (0, 2n)3 where (4.1) fails, 
we shall show that PSA does hold. We also show any rectangular domain 12 

II See the Remark following Proposition 5.2. 
12 The gap condition (4.1) is satisfied for any rectangular domain il2 where the ratio (al/a2)2 

is rational. This is a consequence of the Gap Theorem proved in the Appendix to this paper. It is 
important to note that PSA holds on il2 for any choice of al and a2, provided of course that 
they are positive. 
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QZ = (0, 2n/a1) X (0, 2n/az) satisfies PSA. Because of Theorem C, which is 
stated below, it would be nice to know if PSA holds on any other type region 
in R n , n ::; 3. 

For a general two-dimensional domain it is known that the asymptotic density 
of the eigenvalues is linear, i.e., for some C > 0 one has 

Am ~ Cm. 

Thus at least (4.3) holds for some c; and for infinitely many m. For a general 
three-dimensional domain even (4.3) is in doubt, as the increasing density of 
eigenvalues 

A ~ Cm Z/ 3 
m 

allows the possibility that lim (Am+l - Am) = O. (For the cube 0 3 one has 
however Am+l - Am 2: 1 infinitely often, as each eigenvalue is an integer.) 

The importance of PSA is that it implies the Cone Condition, and hence the 
existence of an inertial manifold. 

Theorem C. Assume that the domain 0 and the boundary conditions for - 6-
satisfy PSA. Assume f satisfies the regularity and growth conditions (3.6); as-
sume also the function D uf is C Z in 0 x R. Fix functions ¢ and IfI satisfying 
(3.18). Then there exists arbitrarily large A such that the system (3.15) satisfies 
all the hypotheses, including the Uniform Cone Condition (Va), of the Invariant 
Manifold Theorems A and B. 

Note that the conclusion of Theorem C holds only for certain large A, not 
necessarily for all large A. 

Before proving this result we need the following lemma. 

Lemma 4.1. Assume f : 0 x R -. R is differentiable with respect to u E R, and 
that Du f is a C Z function in 0 x R. Then for any u E HZ the function 

v(x) = Duf(x ,u(x)) 

belongs to HZ. Moreover, given C1 there exists Cz such that 

II ull H2 ::; C1 =:::} IIvllH2 ::; Cz . 
Proof. One has 

Du(x) = Dxuf(x, u(x)) + Duuf(x, u(x))Du(x) , 
Z D v(x) = Dxxuf(x ,u(x)) + 2Dxuuf(x ,u(x))Du(x) 

Z Z + Duuuf(x ,u(x))[Du(x)] + Duuf(x ,u(x))D u(x) . 

With the bound IIullH2 ::; C1 and the continuous embedding HZ c L 00 (since 
n ::; 3), one obtains L 00 bounds on the derivatives DOof(x, u(x)) occurring 
above, and these bounds depend only on C1 • Therefore one only need observe 
that Du, DZu, and (Du)z be in bounded sets in L Z to conclude the same for 
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Dv and D 2v. The L 2 -norms IIDuII and IID2uII are bounded by assumption, 
while the bound for 

II(Du)211 = IIDuII~4 

follows from the embedding HI C L 4 • 0 

Proof of Theorem C. Recall that the quantities RI and R2 have been fixed such 
that for all large A, all the required conditions hold except the Uniform Cone 
Condition in the range 

( 4.4) 

Thus all that remains is to prove that there exist arbitrarily large A such that 
V' :::; -(./2 whenever u = (p ,q) E Ji1' xC{}, p satisfies (4.4), and 

( 4.5) Ilpll = 110'11 = 1 . 

Observe immediately that by Lemma 4.1, inequality (4.4) and IIAql1 :::; R2 (from 
q E C{}) imply that the function v(x) = Duf(x, u(x)) lies in a bounded set in 
H 2 . , 1.e., 

( 4.6) 

Here K13 does not depend on A. Note also from (3.6) that 

(4.7) W=((-p,a),Bv(p,a)), and 

in this notation. 
With <! satisfying (4.3), choose quantities e, K , and J such that 

2 2 (2J + 4J + J vol Q)KI + 2eK I3 < <!/2, 

and choose A > K - 1 sufficiently large that the conclusion (4.2) of PSA holds. 
(One may also assume A is large enough that all other conditions required by 
Theorem B hold.) The quantities e, K ,J, and A will be kept fixed for the 
remainder of the proof. 

1 
P 1 cr 

< )14 

Pl 1 1 1 

':( P2 ):< 172 ):< crl < 

o 
FIGURE 4. Decomposition for p and a 
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With v E H2 satisfying (4.6), and (p, a) E 9',\ x~,\ satisfying (4.5), we must 
show that V' :::; -~/2. As shown in Figure 4 we decompose p = P, + P2 and 
a = a, + a2 where 

P, = P'\-KP, 
a, = Q'\+Ka, 

P2 = (I - P'\-K)P = (P,\ - P'\-K)P, 
a2 = (J - Q'\+K)a = (Q,\ - Q'\+K)a . 

First suppose IIp,11 :2: J. Since (p, ,P2) = 0, one has IIpI12 = IIp,112 + IIp211 2 , or 
IIp211 2 = 1 - IIp,112 since Ilpll = 1 . Consequently 

V' :::; -(a, Aa) + IIApl1 + w 
:::; -(1 + Am+,) + (1IAp,1I2 + IIAP211 2)'!2 + K'2 

:::; -(1 + Am+,) + [(1 + A - K)2 1Ip ,112 + (1 + A)21Ip2112]'!2 + KI2 

= -(1 + Am+ l ) + [(1 + A)2 - 2K(1 + A -})llp,112]'!2 + K'2 . 

By using the inequality [a2 - 2b]'!2 :::; a - a-'b, we next obtain 
I -, 2 

V:::;-(1+A m+ I )+(1+A)-K(1+A) (1+A-})llp,11 +K'2 
-, 2 :::;-K(1+A) (1+A-})llp,1I +K12 

KJ 2 
:::; -2 +K'2 < -~/2. 

2 2 On the other hand, suppose Ila,11 :2: J. As before one has IIa211 = 1 - lIa,11 
and consequently 

V' :::; -(a, ,Aa,) - (a2 ,A(2) + IIApl1 + w 
:::; -(1 +A + K)lla,112 - (1 +A)llazI1 2 + (1 +Am) +KIZ 
= -(1 + A + K)lla,112 - (1 + A)(1 -lIa,112) + (1 + Am) + KIz 

2 =-Klla,1I -(A-Am)+K,2 
2 :::; -KJ +K12 < -~/2. 

Finally, suppose both lip, II :::; J and Iladl :::; J. Then 

V' :::; -(1 + Am+,) + (1 + Am) + W:::; -~ + W, 

and 

w = (( - p , a) , B v (p , a)) = In v ( - p + a) (p + a) dx 

(4.8) = -In v/ dx -In vpa dx + In vap dx + In vaZ dx 

= In v(az - /)dx. 
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Consequently one has 

I WI = lin v([a l + a2]2 - [PI + pi) dxl 

:S lin v(a~ + 2al a2 - P; - 2P1P2) dxl + lin v(a~ - p;) dXI· 
By using the Schwarz inequality and (4.7) we get 

I WI :S IIBv Ilop {llall12 + IIp l l1 2 + 2(lla1112 + Ilp 111 2) 1/2(llaII12 + IiP111 2 ) 1/2} 

+ lin v(a~ - p;) dXI + lin (v - v)(a~ - p;) dXI 
:S K l (262 + 46) + Ivl62 + l(a2, (Bv -vI)a2)1 + l(p2 , (Bv -vI)P2)1 

2 2 2 2 :S Kl (26 + 46 + 6 vol 0) + e(ll a211 + IIp211 )llvllw 
2 2 :S K l (26 +46 +6 vol 0) +2eK13 < ~/2, 

hence V' < -~/2. 0 

5. THE UNIFORM CONE CONDITIONS FOR 02 AND 03 

849 

In this section we verify PSA for the two-dimensional rectangle and three-
dimensional cubic domains 

02 = (0, 2n/a l ) x (0, 2n/a2 ) , 

3 03 = (0 , 2n) , 

with either Dirichlet, Neumann, or periodic boundary conditions. For 02 we 
assume only that a l and a2 are positive. We begin by noting that a complete 
orthonormal set of eigenfunctions of -I'::" for these domains is given by 

{ 

n/2 -1/2. k 2 (vol On) sm a x, 

ek(x) = 2n/2(vol 0n)-1/2cos akx, 

( I r. )-1/2 iakx 
VO ::'''n e , 

(5.1 ) 

(Dirichlet) , 

(Neumann) , 

(periodic) , 

for the indicated boundary conditions, with corresponding eigenvalue 

(5.2) A = lakl 2 . 

Here we denote 
sin akx = rr;=l sin aijxj 

and likewise for cos akx and eiakx , where a = (ai' a2 ) in the case of 02 and 
a = (1 , 1 , 1) for °3 , The notation ak refers to the vector 

ak = (alkl ' ... ,ankn) ' 

and so the eigenvalue (5.2) is A = 'L,;=l a~kJ. Also, the positive integers are 
denoted by Z+, while ZEB = Z+ U {O} . 

The first two lemmas are technical properties from summation theory. 
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Lemma 5.1. For any C1 :::: 1 and any C2 E R one has 

(5.3) L (C1 + k2)-1 :::; 5[C:/2 + (C2)~2]-1 
kEZ .k2?C2 

where (C2)+ =max{C2 ,O}. 

Proof. Upon observing that (C1 + e)-I:::; 5(1 + c:/2 + k)-2 for C1 :::: 1 and 
k :::: 0, one sees that the left-hand side of (5.3) is dominated by 

5 L (1 + C1
1/ 2 + k)-2 :::; 5 foo (1 + C:/2 + e)-2 de 

kEZ .k2?C2 C3-1 

where C3 = (C2)~2 . Evaluating the integral gives the required bound. 0 

Lemma 5.2. The sum l:kEz2 (1 + IkI2)-s converges ifand only if s > 1. 

Proof. In a standard fashion one compares this sum with the integral 

{(I+x2+i)-sdxdy= {271 {oo(I+,z)-srdrde, 
lR2 10 10 

which is finite precisely when s > 1 . 0 

Note that the first part of the next result is valid for a general bounded 
Lipschitz two-dimensional domain .o. 
Lemma 5.3. Let the domain .0 be two-dimensional, and let { em} := 1 denote a 
complete orthonormal set of eigenfunctions of -I::::. with Neumann (or periodic 
in the case of a rectangle) boundary conditions. Then there exists a monotone 
function 8(A) > 0 satisfying 8(A) -+ 0 as A -+ 00, such that for any A and 
v E H2 one has 

(5.4) L IVml :::; 8(A)lIvII H 2 

Am?A 

where vm = (v, em) is the mth Fourier coefficient. 
The same conclusion (5.4) holds for the three-dimensional cubic domain .03 = 

(0,2n)3 with either Neumann or periodic boundary conditions, and the particular 
orthonormal basis (5.1). 

Proof. Consider first the case dim .0 = 2 and fix s to satisfy ! < s :::; i. The 
linear growth Am ~ Cm implies that 

00 

(5.5) L(l +Am )-2S < 00. 

m=l 

(5.6) 
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since H2 C H 2s = £gs ' see Henry (1981). Therefore, by using first the Schwartz 
inequality and then the Parseval equality with A > 0 one obtains: 

where 

In the case of the cube n3 = (0, 2n)3 with periodic boundary conditions the 
same proof works, but with s chosen in the range * < s :S 1 . Here £gs = H 2s 

for any s :S 1, and one needs s> * for the convergence of (5.5). (Recall the 
growth rate Am ~ Cm 2/ 3 .) 

In the case of a cube with Neumann boundary conditions the proof must be 
modified: One has £gs = H 2s only for s:S * ' however, the series (5.5) diverges 
for such s. But consider s = 1 . In place of (5.6) one obtains 

(1 + Am)Vm = (v, Aem) = (v, em) - ( v/::::,.em dx 
jn) 

(5.7) = (v, em) - { (/::::"v)em dx + ( 80v emdx jn) jan) n 

=(A*v,em)+ ( 8Ovemdx, jan) n 

where A* denotes the operator I-/::::" extended to the domain H2, and dx 
denotes the surface element on 8n3 • As before one obtains a bound 

L (1 +Am)-'I(A*v ,em)l:S 8,(A)ll v Il H2 
A",~A 

involving the first term in (5.7), so it is sufficient to show 

(5.8) 

with 8(A) = 8, (A) + 8 2(A) -> 0 as A -> 00 . 

We estimate the sum (5.8) where the integral is taken over only one face S 
of the cube n3 , say over the face 

2 S = (0, 2n) x {O} 
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in X3 = O. Writing a typical eigenfunction and eigenvalue as 

ek(x) = n-3/ 2cos kx, 1..= Ikl 2 = k~ + k~ + k~, k E Z3, 

one may use Lemma 5.1 to estimate (5.8) by summing over k3 • With 

( ) __ &v(XI ,x2 ,x3) I 
WX I ,X2 - ax 

3 X3=O 

and 

one has 

-3/2 '"' 2 2 -I I r I n ~(1+1£1 +k3) I~w(y)coS£ydy 
Ikl 22A s 

-3/2 '"' 2 1/2 2 1/2 -I I r I ~5n ~[(1+1£1) +(A-I£I)+] I~w(y)cos£ydy. 
IW2A s 

(5.9) 

Note w belongs to HI/2(S) and satisfies 

IlwII HI/2(S) ~ KISllvllH2 , 
by the Trace Theorem. 

To estimate the integral in (5.9) we employ the operator i = 1- Z. where Z. 
denotes the Laplacian with Neumann conditions on the two-dimensional face 
S. Fix a positive quantity r ~ t and note that the functions ee(Y) = n-Icos £y 
with £ E Z2 form a complete orthonormal set of eigenvectors for this operator 
with eigenvalues (1 + 1£ 12). Furthermore w belongs to the domain of i' and 
hence 
(5.10) 

Is w(y)cos £ydy = n(w ,ef } = n(l + 1£1 2)-, (w ,X ee) = n(l + 1£1 2)-, (iJ ,ee) 

where iJ = i' w. Inserting the formula (5.10) into (5.9), and using Parseval's 
equality again, one obtains the following upper bound for the right-hand side 
of (5.9): 

{ 25n -I L [( 1 + 1£ 12) 1/2 + (A _ 1£ 12) ~2]-2[1 + 1£ 12]-2,} 1/2 iliJ Ilv(s) 
Ifl22A 

= 8(A)lliJllv(s)' 
where the above equality defines the quantity 8(A). Next note that Lemma 5.2 
implies that 8(1..) is finite for any A since r> O. We also note the terms in the 
conver~nt series defining E>(A) each tend monotonically to zero as A -+ 00, 

hence 8(A) -+ 0 as 1..-+ 00. We complete the estimate by observing that 

IliJllv(s) = IIX wllv(s) ~ 11A'/4Wllv(s) = IIwII HI /2 (S) ~ KIS llvllH2 , 

hence (5.8) holds with 8 2(1..) = 8(A)K Is ' 0 
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The following result on the geometry of lattice points in two and three di-
mensions is central to the proof of PSA for 02 and °3 , 

Proposition 5.1. Fix a = (a, ,a2) E R2 with each aj > 0, and consider points 
ak = (a,k, ,a2k2 ) where k = (k, ,k2) E Z2. Then there exists ~ > 0 such 
that for any K > 1 and d > 0, there exists an arbitrarily large Ie satisfying the 
following two statements: 

(1) Whenever laklz, la£1 2 E (Ie - K ,Ie + K] with K ,£ E Z2 one has either 
k = £ or I ak - a£ I ~ d ; and 

(2) lakl2 ~ (Ie - !~ ,Ie + !~) for each k E Z2. 

With a = (1, 1 , 1) E R 3 , the corresponding result holds for lattice points 
k E Z3 in three-dimensional space with ~ = 1 . 

Proposition 5.1 is a direct consequence of a Gap Theorem for families of 
quadratic forms and will be proved in the Appendix. Before proceeding to use 
it to verify PSA for 02 and °3 , we contrast the two- and three-dimensional 
cases considered so far with the situation in four dimensions. Proposition 5.1 
states that one can find arbitrarily large Ie such that the points of the lattice 
aZ2 = {(a,k, ,aZk2) : k, ,k2 E Z} in R2, or Z3 in R 3 , which lie between 
the spheres of radii (Ie ± K)'/2 are "sparsely distributed." That is, these lattice 
points are separated by a minimum distance d which can be chosen as large as 
desired. This property fails dramatically for the four-dimensional lattice Z4, 
as the following result shows. 

Proposition 5.2. For any quantities Ie ~ K ~ 2, there exist k ,£ E Z4 satisfying 
2 Z Ikl ,1£1 E(Ie-K,Ie+K] and Ik - £1 = 1 . 

Proof. We use the fact that a nonnegative integer is the sum of three perfect 
squares if and only if it is not of the form 4a (8b + 7) , see Hardy and Wright 
(1979). Since 4a(8b + 7) is always congruent to 0,4, or 7 modulo 8, it follows 
immediately that given any three consecutive nonnegative integers, at least one 
of them is a sum of three perfect squares. Therefore, given Ie and K as in the 
statement of the proposition there exists k E Z3 such that Ikl2 E (Ie - K ,Ie + 
K - 1], as the length of this interval is at least three. Writing k = (k l ,kz ,k3), 

define k, £ E Z4 by 

Clearly, k and £ have the required properties. 0 

Remark. We do not make any direct use of Proposition 5.2 here, except to 
note that it implies our present techniques do not extend to the case of the 
four-dimensional domain 04 = (0, 2n/. Indeed, with Ie, K , k, and £ = 
k + (0,0,0, 1) given as in Proposition 5.2, let p(x) = cos kx + cos £x and 
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V(x) = COS x 4 for x E °4 , Then P = (PJ.+K - PJ.-K)P, v = 0, and 
-2 

II(PJ.+K - PJ.-K)(Bv - vI)(PJ.+K - PJ.-K)lI op ~ Ilpll (p ,Bvp) 

-4[ 2 1 = (2n) p(x) v(x) dx = 2 
Q4 

as a simple calculation reveals. Thus PSA is false for °4 , at least for Neumann 
and periodic boundary conditions. 

There is a good reason for the failure of PSA for °4 , In a companion 
paper to the present one, cf. Mallet-Paret and Sell (1988), we show that inertial 
manifolds themselves need not exist for reaction diffusion equations in °4 , 

That is, there exists a smooth nonlinearity f : 04 x R -> R such that the 
equation (3.6), with v = 1 , and with Neumann boundary conditions, possesses 
a finite dimensional global attractor Q( , yet does not possess an inertial manifold 
of any dimension. 

We return to the domains 02 and °3 , and use Proposition 5.1 to verify 
PSA. 

Proposition 5.3. PSA holds for the domains 

02 = (0, 2n/a 1) x (0. 2n/a2 ) , 

3 03 = (0, 2n) , 

with either Dirichlet, Neumann, or periodic boundary conditions. 

Proof. We consider only the rectangular domain 02 as the proof for 03 is 
similar. Consider first the case of periodic boundary conditions (the proof for 
Neumann conditions is essentially the same, but with Dirichlet conditions a 
slight modification, described below, is needed). 

With a = (a 1 • a2 ) fixed, let e > 0 and K > 0 be given and recall the 
definition of PSA given in §4. Fix d > 0 sufficiently large so that 

8(d2 ) < e 
where the function 8 is as in Lemma 5.3. With K and d now given, let ~ 
and A. be as in Proposition 5.1; note that A. can be selected to be arbitrarily 
large with the other quantities kept fixed. We observe immediately that (2) 
of Proposition 5.1 and the fact that the eigenvalues {Am}:'=l of -6 are the 
quantities lakl 2 , for k E Z2 , yield the gap condition (4.3) in the definition of 
PSA. What remains to be proved, then, is the inequality (4.2). 

Fix v E H2 and expand this function as a Fourier series in the eigenvalues 
of -6: 

""' iakx v(x) = ~ v(k)e . 
kEZ2 

(Observe the terms in this series are indexed here by k E Z2 rather than m ~ 1 
as before; we write v(k) rather than vm to denote this.) Note the mean value 

v = v(O) 
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of the function V, as well as the summability 

(5.11 ) 

of the coefficients. Now fix a function 
2 P E range(PMK - P).-K) c L ; 

Its Fourier expansion 
'"' iakx p(x) = ~ p(k)e 

involves only terms for which 
2 A - K < lakl ::; A + K . 

One also has 

Ilpll = I . 

'"' 2 -11 2 -1 (5.12) ~ Ip(k)1 = (vol 02) Ip(x)1 dx = (vol 02) . 
!l2 

In view of the selfadjointness of the operator Bv ' it is sufficient to show 

I(p, (Bv - vI)p)1 ::; ellvIIH2 

to establish the required inequality (4.2). 

855 

The summability conditions (5.11) and (5.12) permit one to write term by 
term 

(5.13) 

(p, (Bv - vI)p) = L L L V(j)P(k)P(f) 1 eia(j-k+f)x dx 
NO k f !l2 

= (vol 02) L V(k-f)P(k)P(f) 
k,f 
k# 

where k and £ are restricted to the ranges 

lakl2 ,la£12 E (A - K ,A + K] . 

In addition, one has k =f. £ in the final summation in (5.13) as a result of the 
condition j =f. 0, the mean value of v having been subtracted off. It follows 
from (1) of Proposition 5.1 that such k and £ necessarily satisfy 

lak - a£ I ? d . 

By a Young inequality, cf. Hewitt and Stromberg (1965, p. 397), one has the 
bound 

(vol 02) L V(k-f)P(k)P(f) ::; (vol 02) L IV(j)1 L Ip(k/ 
k,f lajl2:d 
kif 

= L IV(j)I::; 8(d2)llvIIH2 ::; ellvIIH2 
lajl2:d 

as required. This completes the proof in the case of periodic boundary condi-
tions. The proof in the case of Neumann conditions is virtually the same as 
that above; we omit it. 
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When Dirichlet conditions are taken, the following modification is made. 
The function v is expanded as a Fourier series 

v(x) = L V(k)COS akx 

in terms of the eigenfunctions of -6 with Neumann conditions. The function 
P is expanded using the Dirichlet eigenfunctions 

p(x) = L p(k)sin akx . 

Lemma 5.3 (which does not generally hold for the Dirichlet expansion) gives 
the appropriate summability condition (5.4) for the coefficients v(k)' One also 
sees that a typical term 

v(j)P(k)P(f) r cos ajx sin akx sin aCx dx in, 
in the summation (5.12) vanishes unless j = ±k ± C • From here on the proof 
proceeds much as before. 0 

ApPENDIX A: GAP THEOREMS FOR FAMILIES OF QUADRATIC FORMS 

Our goal in this Appendix is to give a proof of Proposition 5.1. This propo-
sition, which is a statement on the geometry of certain lattice points in R2 
and R 3 , is closely connected to properties of quadratic forms with rational 
coefficients. The property we need to derive is the following Gap Theorem. 

Special Gap Theorem. Let !T be a finite collection of functions T of the form 
2 2 T(k j ,k2) = ak j + bk j k2 + ck2 + skj + tk2 + u, 

with rational coefficients and negative discriminant, i.e., 
2 a , b , c , s , t , u E Q , b - 4ac < 0 . 

Then given any h > 0 there exist arbitrarily large m such that 

(A.1) T(k j ,k2) <I. [m, m + h] for each T E!T and k j ,k2 E Z . 

We will, in fact, prove a stronger result, the General Gap Theorem, below. 
This stronger version allows the discriminant of the quadratic form to be either 
negative or to assume selected positive values. 

These gap theorems are extensions of a result of Richards (1982) who proved 
a similar result for a single value of the discriminant. Actually Richards showed 
that the gaps h grow with m at a rate 2 constant log m. With a little extra 
work, we could obtain the same bound in the more general theorem above. 
We have not spelled out this stronger result, since we do not need it for our 
purposes. 

We begin with a discussion of the number-theoretic function (!f!) , called 
either Legendre's symbol, Jacobi's symbol, or Kronecker's symbol, depending 
on the context in which it is used, see Hardy and Wright (1979, Chapter 6) and 
Watson (1960, Chapter 3). Let p> 0 be a prime number and let m E Z satisfy 
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p f m, that is, p does not divide m. The integer m is called a quadratic 
residue of p in case m == e (p) for some integer k. (The notation m t == m 2 (n) 
denotes equivalence of m t and m 2 modulo n , that is, n I (m t -m2).) If p f m 
and the equation m == k2(p) has no solution k, then m is called a quadratic 
nonresidue. Set 

if p f m and m is a quadratic residue, 
if p f m and m is a quadratic nonresidue 

where p is odd. This is Legendre's symbol. For the even prime p = 2 , and m 
odd, set 

(;) = (_I)(m2 -t)/8 . 

Jacobi's symbol (~) is now defined for all m, n E Z with m -1= 0, n -1= 0, 
and greatest common divisor gcd(m, n) = 1, by extending the above formulas 
uniquely so that 

(A.2) (n~J = (~) (~) 
and (~\) = 1. Clearly (~) = (fnr) = ± 1 for all such m and n. It can be 
proved that Jacobi's symbol is multiplicative in the numerator, that is 

(mtnm2) = (:t) (:2) , 
and also that 

(A.3) (:t) = (:2) 
(Note that (mt2) -1= (!J-) in general, but (mt8 ) = (!J-) .) Further, the celebrated 
Quadratic Reciprocity Law of Gauss states that 

(A.4) ( mn) -_ (_I)((m-t)/2)((n-t)/2) (mn) , 

Also one has 

(A.5) 
(~1) = (_I)(n-t)/2, 

(~) = (_I)(n 2-t)/8, 

m ,n odd and positive. 

n odd, 

n odd. 

In all the above formulas when we write Jacobi's symbol it is assumed the 
arguments lie in the domain of definition: m -1= 0 , n -1= 0, and gcd( m , n) = 1 . 

In the theory of quadratic forms the numerator m is typically a discriminant 
m = b2 - 4ac , and as such satisfies m == 0 or 1 (4) . In this context (~) is called 
Kronecker's symbol, and one has 

(A.6) (~)=(~) if n t == n2(m) and m == 0 or 1(4) 

provided, as above, m -1= 0 , n j -1= 0 , and gcd( m , n j) = 1 ,j = 1 , 2. The formula 
(A.6) follows easily from the properties of Jacobi's symbol, in particular from 
(A.3) and the Quadratic Reciprocity Law (A.4). 
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Lemma A.I. Let D c Z be a finite nonempty set of integers with the property 
that I1dEA d is not a perfect square whenever A cD has odd cardinality. Then 
there exists an integer r t= 0 such that 

gcd(d ,r) = 1 and (~) = -1 

for each d ED. 

Note that if D is a nonempty finite set of negative integers, then the hypothe-
ses of the above lemma are satisfied since the quantity I1dEA d is negative, hence 
not a perfect square. 

Proof. Denote D = {dJ:1 and let {Pj}]=o be all the primes which occur as 
factors in the various di , together with Po = -1 . Include PI = 2 even if this 
prime does not occur as a factor. One may write 

n 
d II al) 

i = Pj 
j=O 

for some nonnegative integers a ij • (Note that a iO is only determined modulo 
2.) The hypothesis on products I1dEA d of odd order says precisely that when-
ever {PJ:I are integers whose sum 2:: 1 Pi is odd, then the sum 2:: 1 Piaij 
is odd for some j. Equivalently, in terms of vector products one has 

(A.7) p* e¢.O => p* a¢.O 

where a = (a i) ,P = (PJ, and e = col (1, ... ,1) E Z; are the matrix and 
column vectors with entries in the finite field Z2' * denotes the transpose, and 
== denotes equivalence in Z2' 

From the implication (A.7), and the fact that Z2 is a field, it follows that 
there exists a column vector Y E Z;+I such that ay == e, that is, 2:]=oaijYj IS 

an odd integer for each i. It is sufficient now that r should satisfy 

(A.8) gcd(pj ,r) = 1 and 

for each j, for then one has gcd(di , r) = I (for each i) and 

as required. 
For Po = -1 and PI = 2 it follows from (A.5) that the equations (A.8) 

are satisfied by an appropriate choice of one of the four conjugacy classes r == 
1 ,3,5, or 7(8) for r. With the value of r (modulo 8) now fixed, the equations 
(A.8) for the remaining Pj now reduce, by the Quadratic Reciprocity Law (AA), 
to achieving a prescribed value ± 1 for each (i;)' This in turn reduces to 
prescribing values r == rj(p) along with the value r == 1 ,3,5, or 7(8) already 
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assigned. The existence of r satisfying these congruences follows directly from 
the Chinese Remainder Theorem. 0 

We now study quadratic forms 

(A.9) 

with integer coefficients a, b ,c E Z. The discriminant of T is the familiar 
quantity 

2 d=b -4ac, 

which necessarily satisfies d == 0 or 1 ( 4). It is useful here to introduce notation 
which indicates the number of times a prime number appears as a factor in an 
integer. If p> 0 is prime we write 

pie n 

to mean either n = pO m where a is even and p f m , or else n = O. (Note 
that a = 0 is permitted, so p Ie n holds if p f n.) We write 

p 10 n 

to mean n = pOrn where a is odd and p f m. (The e and 0 above means that 
p divides n an even or odd number of times, respectively.) 

Lemma A.2. Let T be a quadratic form (A.9) with integer coefficients and dis-
criminant d = b2 - 4ac, and let p be an odd prime satisfying p f d and 
( ~) = - 1. Then 

for any kl ' k2 E Z . 

Proof. It is enough to show that p I kl and p I k2 whenever p I T(kl ,k2), as 
this yields a factor p2 of T(kl ' k2). Repeated factorings of p2 give the result. 
We argue by contradiction. Assume then p I T(kl ,k2) but p f k2 . Observe 
that p fa, for otherwise d == b2(p) would be either a multiple or a quadratic 
residue or p, contradicting (~) = -1 . Working in the field Z p one has 

2 2 
akl + bklk2 + ck2 == O(p) . 

Multiplying by 4a(ki)-1 ~ O(p), writing ko == klk;l(p), and completing the 
square yields 

2 2 (2ako + b) + 4ac - b == O(p) . 

This implies d is either a multiple or a quadratic residue of p, again contra-
dicting (~) = - 1 . 0 

The following result, a direct generalization of work of Richards (1982), 
concerns simultaneous gaps in the ranges of families of quadratic forms. 
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General Gap Theorem. Let D c Z be a set of integers satisfying the hypotheses 
of Lemma A.I and fix a quantity h > O. Then there exist arbitrarily large 
m with the following property: If T is any quadratic form (A.9) with integer 
coefficients, and with discriminant d = b2 - 4ac ED, then 

for each kl ,k2 E Z . 

Proof. Assume without loss of generality that d == 0 or I (4) for each d E D 
(since any number of the form b2 - 4ac satisfies such a congruence) and define 
J to be the least common multiple J = lcm{ldl : d E D}. Let r be as in 
Lemma A.I, and note that 

(A. 10) gcd(J ,r) = I 

since gcd(d, r) = I for each dE D. Fix A > 0 large enough that 

(A. II ) Ir + Jjl :::; A whenever 0 :::; j :::; n 

and let P be the product 
P = IIpl+a 

where the product is taken over all primes p with p f J and p" :::; A < pl+a 
for some a> O. Let m be any integer satisfying the congruence 

Jm == r(P) . 

We claim that m satisfies the conclusion of the General Gap Theorem. In 
view of Lemma A.2, it is enough to show that whenever 0 :::; j :::; nand d ED, 
there exists a prime number p satisfying 

(A.I2) p f d and (~) = -1, 

p 10 (m + j) . 

Now (,:0) = (~) = -1 by (A.6), so factoring r + Jj and using the multiplica-
tive property (A.2) for the denominator of Kronecker's symbol shows there 
exists a prime p satisfying (A.12) with 

p 10 (r + Jj) . 

By (A. 1 1 ) one has p :::; A; one also has p f J ,otherwise p would be a common 
factor of r + Jj and J, hence p I r which contradicts (A. 1 0). Thus p occurs 
as a factor in P, and one sees from the definition of P that it occurs with 
a greater multiplicity as a factor of P than as a factor of r + Jj. With this 
observation and the congruence 

J(m + j) == r + Jj(P) , 

it follows that p divides J (m + j) and r + J j the same number of times. Thus 
p 10 J(m + j) , and hence p 10 (m + j) as claimed. 0 

The Special Gap Theorem is now a corollary of the last result. 
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Proof of the Special Gap Theorem. If for each T E !T the coefficients a, b , 
and c are integers and s = t = u = 0, then the result follows directly from 
the General Gap Theorem. More generally, we shall reduce the problem to 
considering this case. 

With T E!T as in the statement of the Special Gap Theorem, there exist 
rational numbers el ,e2 , and e3 (depending on T) such that 

2 2 
T(XI + el ,x2 + e2 ) - e3 = aXI + bXIX2 + cX2 ' 

for all rational numbers XI ,x2 • To be specific let nand f be positive integers 
such that 

ne I ' ne 2 ' fa , £b ,fc E Z for each T E !T 
and consider arguments of the form Xj = ij/n for integers i l and i 2 • (Observe 
that all integers k j = ij/n + ej can be so obtained.) Now 

(A.13) 

has integer coefficients and a negative discriminant. Therefore, with 

ho = (h + Ill;xe3 - mjne3 ) fn2 

and by the General Gap Theorem, there exist arbitrarily large mo such that the 
right-hand side of (A.I3) does not take values in [mo ' mo + hol for any T E !T 
and ii' i2 E Z. But this easily implies the result (A. I ) with 

mo m = -2 + max e3 . 0 
fn :7 

We are now prepared for the final step! 

Proof of Proposition 5.1. Consider the two-dimensional case first. Let a = 
(ai' a2 ) ,K > I, and d > 0 be fixed as in the statement of the proposition. 
We shall use the lattice aZ2 where 

2 aZ = {(alkl ,a2k2): kl ,k2 E Z}. 

We need to determine ~ > 0 and show that there exists arbitrarily large 2 such 
that 

(A.14) 

and 

(A. I 5) 

Whenever lakl2 ,lafl 2 E (2 - K ,2 + Kl with k ,f E Zn 
one has either k = £ or lak - a£1 ~ d, 

for each k E Zn 

for n = 2. For a sufficiently large quantity f1, to be determined later, we 
consider the family of disjoint annuli 

N~ = {x E R2: f1 + (2m - I)K < Ix12::; f1 + (2m + I)K}, 
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where 0 S m S J = IntCu l / 2), the integer part of fJ,1/2 , and such that the union 
J 

N)J. = U N~ = {x E R2 : fJ,- K < Ixl2 S fJ, + (2J + I)K} 
m=O 

is also an annulus with inner radius (fJ, - K)I/2. By using the relationship 
(1 +X)I/2 = 1 + tx + O(JXI2) for small x we see that the thickness of N)J. is 

(fJ, + (2J + I)K)I/2 - (fJ,- K)I/2 = fJ,1/2[1 + fJ,-I(J + t)K - 1 + tfJ,-I K + O(fJ,-2)] 

= fJ,-1/2JK + fJ,-1/2 K + O(fJ,-3/2) 
-1/2 = K + O(fJ, ) as fJ, -+ 00 , 

and is asymptotically constant for large fJ,. Hence the number of points of the 
lattice aZ2 in the annulus N)J. is 

(A.16) as fJ, -+ 00 . 

We wish to prove (A.14) and (A.15) for some A between fJ, and fJ, + 2JK. 
Let 

N~ = N~_I U N~ U N~+I 
denote the union of three adjacent annuli, for ISm S J - 1 and suppose there 
exist points 

~)J. 2 
ak , af E N m n aZ , 0< lak - afl < d 

for some m. Writing j = f - k , we have 

lafl 2 = lakl2 + 2(ak) . (aj) + lajl2 

and so 
I(ak) . (aj)1 S tllafl2 -lakl21 + t lajl 2 < 3K + td2 . 

That is, the lattice point ak belongs to the strip 

Sj = {x E R2 : Ix· (aj)1 < 3K + td2}, 

of fixed width W j independent of fJ" for some j E Z2 satisfying 

(A.17) 0< lajl < d . 

Let S denote the finite union of these strips, i.e., 

S = U Sj' 
O<lajl<d 

Because the strips Sj are symmetric about the origin and the annulus N)J. is 
centered at the origin, meas( Sj n N)J.) is approximately twice the product of the 
width of Sj and the thickness of N)J. , i.e., 

)J. -1/2 meas(Sj n N ) = 2WjK + O(fJ, ) as fJ, -+ 00 . 
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Since indices j range over a finite set given by (A.I7) it follows that the total 
number of possible lattice points ak above, for all m, is of bounded order for 
large 11: 

(A.I8) card(S n NJi. n aZ2 ) = O(meas(S n NJi.)) = O( I) as Ji -t 00 . 

~ 2 
Thus for large Ji and for most m the set SnN~naZ is empty and (A.I4) 

holds for a range of A. More precisely, let 

MJi. = {m E Z : 1 :::; m :::; J - 1 and S n N~ n aZ2 = 0} . 

Then for each mE MJi. , (A.14) holds for any A satisfying 

A E (Ji + (2m - I)K ,Ji + (2m + I)K] . 

Furthermore, 

(A.19) as Ji -t 00 

since it follows from (A.18) that the number of m between 1 and J - 1 which 
are not in MJi. is bounded for large Ji. 

Now to ensure (A.15) holds for some such A, we note that 
(A.20) 

Ji. -I '"' Ji. 2 Ji. -I Ji. 2 (card M) ~ card(Nm naZ ):::; (card M) card(N naZ) = 0(1) 
mEMI' 

as Ji -t 00, by (A.16) and (A.19). Let C> 0 be an upper bound for the 
quantities in (A.20). Then for each large Ji there exists at least one m E MJi. 
for which 

card(N~ n aZ2 ) :::; C . 

That is, the interval (Ji + (2m - I)K ,Ji + (2m + 1 )K] contains at most C points 
of the form lakl 2 , and so must contain a subinterval I of length at least 
2K (1 + C) -I with no such points in its interior. One sees therefore, that by 
choosing A as the midpoint of I, and ~ = 2( 1 + C) -I :::; 2K( 1 + C) -I (A.15) is 
fulfilled. As noted, (A.14) also holds, so the result in the two-dimensional case 
is proved. 

The proof in the three-dimensional case, with a = (1, 1 , 1), bears some 
similarity to the above, but there are some significant differences. Because the 
quantities lakl2 = Ikl2 are all integers, (A.15) holds immediately with ~ = 1 
whenever A is half of an odd integer, that is A - ! E Z. We consider then only 
such A. To verify (A.14), we need only examine a single annular region 

A 3 2 No={XER :A-K<lxl :::;A+K}. 

As in the two-dimensional case, if (A.15) fails for this A, then 

(A.21) 
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where S now is the finite union of slabs defined by Ix, jl < K + d/2 and j E Z3 
satisfies 0 < UI < d. Now consider a point k in the intersection (A.21). As 
k E S n Z3 , one has 

(A.22) k·j= n 

for some such j and some integer n satisfying Inl < K + !d2 • Since j "lOwe 
can assume, without loss of generality, that j3 "10. One may then solve (A.22) 
for k3 to obtain 

and hence 

(A.23) 

Denoting the right-hand side of the formula (A.23) by Tj ,n(k1 ,k2), one has 
now 

(A.24) 

since kEN;. Now as the indices j and n range over finite sets, and the 
functions Tj ,n are all positive definite, the hypotheses of the Special Gap The-
orem are fulfilled. With h = 2 + 2K and m as in the statement of the Special 
Gap Theorem, one sees that (A. - K ,A. + K] C [m, m + h] for some A. such that 
A. - ! E Z, and so (A.24) is impossible. As m can be chosen arbitrarily large, 
the proof is now complete. 0 
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ABSTRACT. In this paper we show that the scalar reaction di1rusion equation 

u/ = v6.u + f(x, u), UER 

with x E On C Rn (n = 2,3) and with Dirichlet, Neumann, or peri-
odic boundary conditions, has an inertial manifold when (1) the equation is 
dissipative, and (2) f is of class C3 and for 03 = (O,2n:)3 or Oz = 
(O,2n:/at> x (0, 2n:/az), where al and az are positive. The proof is based 
on an (abstract) Invariant Manifold Theorem for flows on a Hilbert space. It is 
significant that on 0 3 the spectrum of the Laplacian 6. does not have arbitrary 
large gaps, as required in other theories of inertial manifolds. Our proof is based 
on a crucial property of the Schroedinger operator 6. + v(x), which is valid 
only in space dimension n ~ 3. This property says that 6. + v(x) can be well 
approximated by the constant coefficient problem 6. + f} over large segments of 
the Hilbert space L2(0) , where v = (vol 0)-1 fn v dx is the average value of 
v . We call this property the Principle of Spatial Averaging. The proof that the 
Schroedinger operator satisfies the Principle of Spatial Averaging on the regions 
Oz and 03 described above follows from a gap theorem for finite families of 
quadratic forms, which we present in an Appendix to this paper. 
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